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SUMMARY
Identifying the molecular regulators of cell fate decisions is a core question in modern biology.
Cell fate decision processes are usually studied using high-dimensional single-cell
characterization, typically transcriptome sequencing (scRNA-Seq). Here, molecular snapshots
of single cells are compared to identify fate regulators from cell-cell variability as candidates
for further experiments.
However, the measured cell-cell variability is a superposition of a wide variety of processes,
most of which do not arise from cell fate decisions or are based in part on the comparison of
cells that are long before or after the actual decision-making. For this reason, previous methods
of candidate identification produce mainly false-positive hits.
To eliminate confounding variability, comparing paired sister cells with divergent fates is an
ideal situation. Sister cells are molecularly identical until their mother divides and are exposed
to the same microenvironmental factors thereafter. Thus, the variability of a comparison of two
fate divergent sister cells will mainly contain information about the responsible regulators.
Sister cells with divergent fates, therefore, provide an ideal experimental approach to achieve
better detection of fate regulators.
To identify the molecular mechanisms of fate divergence between sister cells, my dissertation
focused on comparing daughter cells of haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) derived from
asymmetric cell divisions (ACDs). Colleagues and I showed that HSCs assign distinct fates to
their daughter cells, including metabolic activation and translational activity, reported by the
asymmetric inheritance of the lysosome. Therefore, we know that ACD daughter cells are at
the beginning of their cell fate divergence after division so that the primary molecular effects
of fate choice should be observable.
ACD can only be observed by quantitative time-lapse microscopy and this has so far only been
done retrospectively when the time-lapse experiment - and thus all cell fate decisions - have
already ended. Therefore, in the work presented here, I developed the necessary tools to i)
analyse ongoing time-lapse experiments to detect ACD, ii) isolate the detected HSC daughter
cells while preserving their relationship/lysosome inheritance and submit them to highdimensional single-cell characterization using scRNA-Seq, and iii) demonstrate the improved
detection of fate regulators.
The work presented here systematically demonstrates that transcriptional sister cell
comparisons combined with time-lapse information on kinship and single-cell dynamics (here,
inheritance) reveal a new transcriptional layer of molecular regulators that cannot be identified
by other methods. This dramatically improves the detection of relevant HSC fate regulators and
identifies gene networks for differential protein ubiquitination, cellular signalling, and cell
cycle progression.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Identifizierung der molekularen Regulatoren von Zellschicksalsentscheidungen ist eine
Kernfrage der modernen Biologie. Zellschicksal-Entscheidungsprozesse werden üblicherweise
mittels hochdimensionaler Einzelzellcharakterisierung, typischerweise TranskriptomSequenzierung (scRNA-Seq), untersucht. Dabei werden molekulare Momentaufnahmen von
Einzelzellen verglichen, um aus der Zell-Zell-Variabilität Schicksalsregulatoren als Kandidaten
für weitere Experimente zu identifizieren.
Die gemessene Zell-Zell-Variabilität ist jedoch eine Überlagerung verschiedenster Prozesse,
von denen die meisten nicht aus Zellschicksalsentscheidungen resultieren oder zum Teil auf
dem Vergleich von Zellen beruhen, die lange vor oder nach der eigentlichen
Schicksalsentscheidung liegen. Aus diesem Grund produzieren bisherige Methoden der
Kandidatenidentifikation hauptsächlich falsch-positive Treffer.
Um störende Variabilität zu eliminieren, ist der gepaarte Vergleich von Schwesterzellen mit
divergierenden Schicksalen ein idealer Ansatz. Schwesterzellen sind molekular identisch, bis
sich ihre Mutter teilt und sind danach den gleichen Umweltfaktoren ausgesetzt. Die Variabilität
eines Vergleichs von zwei divergenten Schwesterzellen wird daher hauptsächlich
Informationen über die verantwortlichen Schicksalsregulatoren enthalten. Schwesterzellen mit
divergenten Schicksalen bieten daher einen idealen experimentellen Ansatz, um eine bessere
Detektion von Schicksalsregulatoren zu erreichen.
Um die molekularen Mechanismen der Schicksalsdivergenz zwischen Schwesterzellen zu
identifizieren, konzentrierte sich meine Dissertation auf den Vergleich von Tochterzellen
hämatopoetischer Stammzellen (HSZ), die aus asymmetrischen Zellteilungen (AZT) stammen.
Kollegen und ich haben gezeigt, dass HSZ ihren Tochterzellen unterschiedliche Schicksale
zuweisen, einschließlich metabolischer Aktivierung und Translationsaktivität. Dieser Vorgang
ist gekennzeichnet durch die asymmetrische Vererbung des Lysosoms. Daher wissen wir, dass
AZT -Tochterzellen nach der Teilung am Anfang ihrer Zellschicksalsdivergenz stehen, so dass
die primären molekularen Effekte der Schicksalswahl zu beobachten sein sollten.
AZT kann nur mit quantitativer Zeitraffermikroskopie beobachtet werden und dies bisher nur
rückblickend, wenn das Zeitrafferexperiment - und damit alle Zellschicksalsentscheidungen bereits beendet sind. Daher habe ich in der hier vorgestellten Arbeit die notwendigen
Werkzeuge entwickelt, um i) laufende Zeitrafferexperimente zu analysieren, um AZT zu
detektieren, ii) die detektierten HSZ-Tochterzellen unter Beibehaltung ihrer
Verwandtschaft/Lysosomenvererbung zu isolieren und sie einer hochdimensionalen
Einzelzellcharakterisierung mittels scRNA-Seq zu unterziehen, um iii) die verbesserte
Detektion von Schicksalsregulatoren zu demonstrieren.
Die hier vorgestellte Arbeit demonstriert systematisch, dass transkriptionelle
Schwesterzellvergleiche in Kombination mit Zeitrafferinformationen über Verwandtschaft und
Einzelzelldynamik (hier Vererbung) eine neue transkriptionelle Ebene molekularer
Regulatoren aufdecken, die mit anderen Methoden nicht identifiziert werden können. Dies
verbessert die Erkennung relevanter HSZ-Schicksalsregulatoren dramatisch und identifiziert
Gennetzwerke für differentielle Protein-Ubiquitinierung, zelluläre Signalisierung und
Zellzyklusprogression.
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INTRODUCTION
Haematopoietic stem cells: The beginning
Stem cells can self-renew and differentiate into all cell types of an organism or tissue. Their
existence was anticipated for long, as it was previously observed that murine bone marrow,
injected into mice, would form small colonies in the animal’s spleen. These colonies consisted
of different mature blood cell types and their number correlated with the total amount of marrow
injected1. In 1963, as a variation to this experiment, James Till and Ernest McCulloch injected
bone marrow they had initially radiated2. The radiation treatment caused random chromosomal
abnormalities leading to unique and, most importantly, inheritable karyotypes in some of the
injected cells. Studying the resulting colonies for their karyotypes, Till & McCulloch found that
cells within individual colonies shared distinct, homogenous karyotypes thus tracing their
clonal origin to individual starting stem cells.
The Till & McCulloch experiment validated the existence of individual multipotent, bloodforming cells, which is a key property of haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). At the same time,
it demonstrated differences in cell fate decision-making as single cells had differentiated into
different cell types (Figure 1 A). However, HSCs remained abstract entities that would only
reveal themselves through colonies of differentiated cells. HSC could thus neither be tested for
self-renewal potential nor be observed in their decision-making. That changed in 1986 when
Christa Muller-Sieburg in the group of Irving Weissman used antibody labelling of surface
proteins to isolate a murine bone marrow subpopulation enriched in HSC functionality3. Their
work constituted the first successful attempt of prospective HSC isolation, which was
continuously refined leading to contemporary isolation efficiencies of more than 50%4–6.
The improvement of prospective isolation of HSCs and their subordinate progenitor populations
allowed researchers to draft the haematopoietic hierarchy (Figure 1 B). Its exact structure
remains discussed, but HSCs sit at the top and give rise to a compartment of various multipotent
progenitors (MPPs), which feed into the respective lineages. How single cells give rise to such
a complex system, and what drives the underlying diverse decision-making are crucial
questions of modern HSC research.
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Figure 1 Cell fate decision-making drives biological systems. A Stem cells can either self-renew or
differentiate into different cell types. Stem cell biology tries to understand the molecular decisionmaking that takes place. Image adapted from Tobias Kull7. B Summary of murine haematopoiesis. HSCs
give rise to all blood cells through intermediate progenitor populations. MPP: Multipotent Progenitor;
MEP: Megakaryocyte Erythroid Progenitor; GMP: Granulocyte Macrophage Progenitor; CLP:
Common Lymphoid Progenitor.

Single-cell research
Although single HSCs can reconstitute the entire blood system and thus contribute to all
lineages8, they are no homogenous population. In 2002, Mueller-Sieburg and colleagues
transplanted single murine HSCs in irradiated mice to reconstitute their blood systems from
individual clones. The study closely monitored the diverse repopulation kinetics and lineage
choices between different HSC clones. In a second step, the authors re-implanted the bone
marrow of their first clonally reconstituted mice into a second set of irradiated mice, followed
by another round of bone marrow isolation and transplantation into a final, third set of animals.
This kind of experiment is called a serial transplantation and, if started with individual HSCs in
the primary transplantation, allows to trace clonal repopulation kinetics repeatedly and longterm. The authors observed consistent repopulation kinetics per clone throughout
transplantations, which demonstrated pre-determined decision-making of individual HSCs and
their offspring9. In previous work, the authors had already exploited differences in HSC
frequencies between two inbred mouse models, namely C57BL/6 and DBA/2, to delineate cellintrinsic from extrinsic factors driving self-renewal decision making. Measuring the
proliferation of C57BL/6 HSCs in a DBA/2 derived cell line environment and vice versa, their
studies showed that self-renewal in HSCs is under strong genetic control and stem cell
autonomous regulation10,11. These results identified individual HSCs as the smallest decision2

making unit within haematopoiesis. Therefore, modern HSC research focuses on the behaviour
and molecular composition of single cells to understand the mechanisms that determine selfrenewal and differentiation.
Single-cell research currently exists in two main flavours. On the one hand, most research
performs

high-dimensional

single-cell

molecular

profiling,

typically

single-cell

transcriptomics. On the other hand, fewer studies focus on the molecular dynamics of individual
cells that can be continuously monitored using quantitative fluorescence time-lapse imaging. In
the following, we learn why cell fate decision-making should be investigated through
continuous observation rather than snapshot analysis. Both methods, continuous quantitative
fluorescence time-lapse imaging, and current single-cell transcriptomic technologies are
described and their limitations pointed out.

Quantitative fluorescent time-lapse imaging
During quantitative fluorescent time-lapse imaging (qfTLI), automated microscopes scan cell
culture plates in regular intervals and acquire images at pre-defined positions in different
wavelengths. Each position forms a temporal stack of multidimensional images (Figure 2 A).
To analyse this data, the group of Timm Schroeder developed software for the necessary
tracking, segmentation, and quantification steps12–14 briefly described in the following: Cell
tracking traces cells over time and registers divisions and cell deaths (Figure 2 A). During
segmentation, cell bodies are identified from images, generating a mask at every time point in
the stack (Figure 2 B). Masks carry unique labels for each detected object to identify the object’s
corresponding pixels in other wavelengths. Thus, the intensities for each object can be
quantified at any point in time and over all wavelengths. A final step integrates tracking data
with quantifications, which assigns single-cell identities to objects. Recorded kinship creates
lineage trees that are equipped with quantitative dynamics and ready for in-depth analysis
(Figure 2 C).
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Figure 2 Primary analysis of quantitative fluorescent time-lapse imaging data. A Tracking follows
individual cells and their offspring through temporal sequences of imaging data. Figure adapted from
Skylaki et al. 201615. B Segmentation identifies objects from intensity patterns. Generated masks are
labelled, such that object-specific quantifications can be achieved across multidimensional images as
depicted in panel A. Image taken from Hilsenbeck et al. 201716. C Integration of tracking and
quantification from object intensities, achieved by segmentation, creates lineage trees that contain all
information on kinship and single-cell dynamics for individual colonies. If needed, normalisation of
fluorescent images before quantification is possible. Image taken from Hilsenbeck et al. 201612.

qfTLI provides continuous, long-term observations of cell cultures at single-cell resolution.
Current technology allows the simultaneous acquisition of up to five different wavelengths to
quantify surface marker expression17, transcription factor dynamics18,19, organelle inheritance20,
or single-cell signalling21. Although low dimensional, qfTLI offers temporal information of
cellular events that is necessary to decipher cell fate decision-making. Without long-term
single-cell microscopy, mechanistic insight would be hidden in bulk averages or overlooked by
inconclusive snapshot observations because:
1.) Bulk measurements are ambiguous due to single-cell heterogeneity (Figure 3 A).
2.) Snapshots of cellular state-changes correspond to different states of dynamic processes
(Figure 3 B).
3.) Colony fate readouts are matched by different clonal dynamics (Figure 3 C).
Despite its advantages, widespread adoption of qfTLI remains to be seen. Potential reasons
might be two-fold. Firstly, qfTLI is technically very demanding, its analysis is only semiautomated and requires relatively long hands-on times compared to single-cell transcriptomics.
Secondly, its relatively low bandwidth regarding molecular profiling compared to e.g. single4

cell transcriptomics. Since only relatively few molecules can be observed simultaneously,
qfTLI investigations require knowledge of relevant molecular candidates, careful experimental
planning, and exact hypotheses to be tested.

Figure 3 “The Necessity of Continuous Single-Cell Analysis”, taken from Etzrodt et al. 201422. A
Population snapshot analysis is ambiguous. Different underlying single-cell behaviours can explain the
same bulk observation. B Single-cell snapshot analysis is ambiguous. Single-cell property changes can
have several underlying dynamics, leading to the same outcome. C Single-cell fate readouts can have
multiple explanations that only reveal themselves with continuous observation.

Single-cell transcriptomics
The central dogma of biology - DNA makes mRNA, and mRNA makes protein23- dictates gene
expression. All RNA molecules within a cell constitute its transcriptome, of which mRNA can
be converted into complementary DNA (cDNA), making it available for PCR amplification and
quantification24. In 1990, Norman Iscove and colleagues reported the conversion of whole
single-cell transcriptomes into amplified cDNA libraries. Using DNA-DNA hybridization,
Iscove et al. demonstrated that cDNA generation preserves relative transcript abundances. The
cDNA libraries could thus be treated as snapshots of single-cell transcriptional programs at the
time of isolation25. Their experiment marked the advent of single-cell transcriptomics in stem
cell research.
Since tissue development, repair or homeostasis are inherently dynamic processes, isolating
many cells of different stages of a differentiation hierarchy at once should capture different
manifestations of the transcriptional programs leading from stem to differentiated cells. Singlecell snapshot studies hope that a vast collection of single-cell profiles sufficiently captures the
5

entire cell fate decision-making process. Today’s single-cell transcriptomics are dominated by
two different single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq) techniques: Smart-Seq2 and Drop-Seq,
which are shortly described below.
The Smart-Seq2 protocol places single cells into small volumes of lysis buffer, usually in wells
of PCR plates. cDNA generation and barcoding for later cell identity read assignment are done
in the same wells26. Unlike Smart-Seq2, Drop-Seq isolates single cells by co-encapsulating
them into droplets with single beads using a microfluidic chip. The beads are covered with
primers for cDNA generation and barcoding27.
Drop-Seq can sequence thousands of cells simultaneously and Smart-Seq2 has a much lower
throughput per sequencing run. However, since the total amount of reads per sequencing
reaction is limited28, Smart-Seq2 has more reads per cell available leading to better coverage
and thus more sensitive gene detection compared to Drop-Seq. Even when normalized for
coverage, Smart-Seq2 is more sensitive due to technical differences in cDNA library
generation, such as the limited number of primers per bead28. For this thesis, it is important to
highlight that Smart-Seq2 single-cell indexes represent physical addresses within PCR plates,
while Drop-Seq indexes are random. Hence, only Smart-Seq2 allows any link between prior
observations and the transcriptome.
Both methods, Drop-Seq and Smart-Seq2, have already been used to study adult haematopoiesis
in mice. Nestorowa and colleagues used Smart-Seq2 to map different prospective cell sorting
strategies onto the transcriptional landscape of the haematopoietic stem and progenitor cell
compartment29. Dahlin & Hamey et al. used Drop-Seq to analyse a much wider set of mouse
bone marrow cells, capturing more differentiated blood cell types thus achieving a more
comprehensive landscape30. The analysis of such datasets follows an established two-step
process31 briefly described in the next section.

6

Figure 4 The typical scRNA-Seq analysis workflow. Adapted from the analysis of data from Haber et
al. 201732 by Luecken 201933. A Feature selection identifies genes that explain most of the variance
within the population and have a strong biological variability to construct the transcriptional landscape
representation and identify subgroups of cells. B Trajectory inference tries to recapitulate
developmental processes from the heterogeneity within the transcriptional landscape. C Differential
expression analysis compares clusters of cells to find associated gene expression patterns.

Modern scRNA-Seq analysis:
The first step to analyse scRNA-Seq data is the identification of a subset of highly variable
genes. This process is called feature selection and is based on work by Brennecke et al. 2013.
For identification, the expression variance of every gene across all cells is delineated into a
technical and non-technical component. Only genes with high and predominantly non-technical
variances are chosen, assuming they capture most of the important biological differences
between all cells in the dataset34. The highly variable genes, or combinations thereof, are then
used to construct a graph representing the transcriptional landscape and identify cell types
through clustering (Figure 4 A). In a second step, researchers explore gene expression
differences between assigned cell types to identify which genes regulate the cell fate decisionmaking processes that biologically built the landscape. To that end, it is either possible to
estimate putative differentiation processes along the transcriptional landscape using trajectory
inference (Figure 4 B), or to directly compare the gene expression of clusters and retrieve
differentially expressed genes (Figure 4 C).
7

As described above, scRNA-Seq analysis typically tries to gain biological insight either through
DE candidates from differential expression analysis between groups of cells or trajectory
inference based on highly variable genes. The following explains why both strategies might fail
to identify the true regulators behind cell fate decision-making.

Differentially expressed genes are based on ineffective comparisons
Differential expression analysis performs a molecular comparison (typically scRNA-Seq)
between two groups of cells. However, as already explained for HSCs, these groups are usually
impure populations, which makes comparisons difficult to interpret. Moreover, rather than
observing the change of cell state/fate, these groups mostly consist of cells with already
acquired states. Most cells are thus too late or too early to observe the actual decision-making
molecules in action. As a result, identified candidates rather represent cell state markers than
cell fate regulators (Figure 5 A). Lastly, cells are out of synchrony such that the progression in
the decision-making process is scattered throughout the population, and cells are not aligned by
their relative position within the decision-making process. A naive analysis of gathered singlecell evidence without temporal context would therefore average out any real signal (Figure 5
B). To conclude, when researchers try to observe the actual regulators of cell fate, they need to
know if and when individual cells make fate decisions so that the right cells are profiled at the
right time and are correctly compared.

Figure 5 Looking at the right cells, at the right time. A Besides impurities, the majority of isolated cells
will be too early or long past their actual decision-making. Profiling will therefore not sufficiently
capture the actual decision-making molecules. B Cells are unsynchronized, and thus decisions are
scattered through time. Molecular comparisons of multiple cells will average out the actual decisionmaking signal. If time of decision-making is known, evidence can be distilled by deconvolution of
decision-making events. Adapted from Loeffler & Schroeder 201935

8

Highly variables genes capture the wrong variance
Trajectory inference tries to capture the correct sequence of events in developmental processes.
Unlike differential expression analysis, cells are not compared but aligned in their estimated
developmental order, so gene expression changes are put into (pseudo)temporal context (Figure
4 B). More detailed, trajectories trace cell-cell similarities within the highly variable gene
space31,36 but, as previously mentioned, highly variable genes are selected to capture most of
the non-technical gene expression variation within a population of cells34. However, the nontechnical variance within a population can have several sources. Differences in cell cycle
progression or cross-clonal heterogeneity, e.g. from divisional history or niche exposure, can
produce variability in gene expression unrelated to cell fate decision-making. (Figure 6 A).
These differences will most likely mask the subtle molecular differences of early fate decisionmaking and hide true fate regulators from detection. highly variable genes thus contain
primarily false positives. As a result, trajectory inference is likely unfit to distil the actual onset
of fate decisions and observe primary fate regulators from heterogeneous scRNA-Seq data.

Focus on cell fate divergence between sister cells
The perfect experiment to study cell fate decision-making and identify true fate regulators
would be the comparison of otherwise identical cells that are known to undergo cell fate
divergence (CFD). The closest real-world example are paired daughter cell comparisons. Due
to their identical mother, sister cells do not show any cross-clonal differences, are well
synchronized with identical time since birth by division, and typically experience same
microenvironments. The intra-clonal molecular differences between CFD sister cells should
thus be enriched for regulators of CFD which began in only the few hours after the mother's
mitosis (Figure 6 B).
A

Cell cycle

Cross-clonal

Intra-clonal

B

Time

Identical
Cell fate
divergence
(CFD)

G1
S
Analysis

G2M

Different fates
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Figure 6 Sources of biggest non-technical variance are not directly related to cell fate decisionmaking. A Relevant transcriptional differences between paired daughter cells (intra-clonal differences)
are overlaid by cell cycle and cross-clonal differences. B To capture true regulators of fate, intra-clonal
differences between sister cells currently undergoing cell fate divergence (CFD) should be investigated.

CFD among HSC offspring was already demonstrated by the Till & McCulloch experiment,
whose colonies comprised different lineages but subsequent work demonstrated that CFD can
already occur between HSC daughter cells. Several studies separated HSC daughters for singlecell cultures and transplantations directly after their first in-vitro division and found sister pairs
with divergent lineage potential and self-renewal capacities37–40. Later, Hoppe et al. 2016 used
qfTLI to show that sub-clones of the same HSC founder can independently differentiate towards
granulocytes/macrophages or megakaryocytes/erythrocytes, identified by GATA1 or CD16/32
expression19. A follow-up study placed the responsible differentiation events between the first
and second in-vitro division, based on measured detection thresholds, single-cell transcription,
and protein synthesis rates41. Therefore, we conclude that it is possible to observe CFD within
the first in-vitro division of HSCs and capture the decision-making molecules driving selfrenewal or differentiation.
Only few studies attempted the transcriptional detection of CFD between sister cells. Florian et
al. 2018 isolated individual HSC daughters after their first in-vitro division for scRNA-Seq and
epigenetic profiling. Their study performed a naive search for molecular divergence between
sister cells and reported no transcriptional but epigenetic divergence42. In 2020, Weinreb and
colleagues reported the use of HSCs expressing heritable barcodes for tracing. After two days
of culture, colonies were split into two batches. One batch was immediately scRNA-Seq
profiled while batch two continued proliferation to be sequenced later. Some granddaughters of
the same clone could be in batch one and the rest in batch two, allowing the comparisons of
early transcriptional manifestations of the same clone to its offspring, i.e. fate. However, the
study found no link between transcriptional sister/cousin heterogeneity and later colony fate43.
In contrast, a study by Arai et al. 2020 classified transcriptional HSC daughter profiles as either
self-renewing or progenitor cells and reported around 30% of asymmetric sister pairs44. In
summary, results of any transcriptional investigation of CFD between (blood) stem cell sisters
remain mixed and open for optimization.
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Figure 7 Prospective fate identification aids CFD regulator identification. A Information on
prospectively assigned fates allows the use of paired-testing regimes for more sensitive CFD candidate
identification from sister cell comparisons. (Left) Subtle transcriptional differences appear random.
(Right) Orienting sister cell comparison along known fates identifies coordinated expression
differences. B Asymmetric lysosome inheritance in HSCs predict metabolic activation of daughter cells
receiving less lysosome20. Panel B adapted from Loeffler et al 201920.

Notably, previous studies neither included data on CFD occurrence nor putative fate assignment
between the sister cells. This lack of information is problematic and most likely why previous
work had no systematic approach for CFD regulator identification. The reasons are twofold:
1.) Not knowing if and when sister CFD occurred will impede the extraction of signal from
intra-clonal variance, because temporal context is unclear (Figure 5 C).
2.) Without prospective fate assignment between sisters, transcriptional comparisons are
unidirectional which limits evidence accumulation by paired-testing regimes (Figure 7 A).
To efficiently trace CFD between sisters and identify its molecular regulators, individual cell
fates must first be identified and then incorporated into the transcriptional analysis. Current
single-cell transcriptomics cannot provide prospective fate information because profiling
destroys all cells in the process. qfTLI however, can non-invasively provide information on fate
assignment by observing cells undergoing asymmetric cell division.

Asymmetric Cell Division
Asymmetric cell division (ACD) describes the process of divergent fate determination between
sister cells linked to maternal mitosis. Fate determinants are asymmetrically distributed
between both daughter cells and trigger fate divergence between them. Thus, ACD offers
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prospective identification of divergent fates between sister cells and is a well-established
mechanism of fate determination.
In D. melanogaster, ACD controls male germline generation, which occurs at a somatic cell
cluster at the tip of the testis that serves as an apical cue and expresses the self-renewal factor
UNPAIRED. The mitotic spindle of dividing cells aligns perpendicularly to the resulting
UNPAIRED gradient such that distal daughters become committed45. Another example are
neuroblast divisions in D. melanogaster that have a clear apical-basal axis. ACDs distribute the
protein NUMB and PROSPERO asymmetrically into the basal daughter. Apical daughters stay
neuroblasts, while basal daughters differentiate46. In the mammalian neocortex, ACD was
observed in glia cell differentiation where asymmetric centrosome inheritance determines the
choice of fate47. The experimental proof of ACD is complex. It requires combined observations
of asymmetrically distributed factors during mitosis, followed by an observed difference in
future fate of the progeny with known identity and history48.
HSCs have long been hypothesized to use ACD as a fate regulator. Work by our group, that is
part of this thesis, used qfTLI to demonstrate for the first time that HSCs can undergo ACD.
We demonstrated that the asymmetric inheritance of lysosomes predicts CFD including
metabolic activation of the HSC daughter receiving less lysosome while its corresponding sister
remains quiescent (Figure 7 B).

Scope and structure of this thesis:
Lysosomal ACD in HSCs is an ideal experimental opportunity for prospective identification of
CFD in sister cells and their transcriptome investigation to detect earliest gene expression
changes in HSC CFD and trace its regulators. To that end, the best of both worlds – scRNASeq and qfTLI – must be combined. On one hand, this approach requires information on cellular
history, kinship and molecular dynamics such as lysosome inheritance, provided by qfTLI and
single-cell tracking. On the other hand, we need the high-dimensional molecular bandwidth of
scRNA-Seq to search for CFD regulators. However, scRNA-Seq protocols typically lose cell
kinship and history information during isolation.
As a solution, a new pipeline is needed that performs automated real-time segmentation,
quantification, and tracking of incoming qfTLI data of in-vitro HSCs cultures. For the required
efficiency, ACD events must be detected automatically and recommended to the user for
12

isolation and subsequent scRNA-Seq. Importantly, single-cell identity including kinship and
e.g. lysosome inheritance must be preserved throughout the workflow and its beneficial effect
on CFD regulator identification must be demonstrated.
To present my PhD work, the thesis is split into three chapters:
•

Chapter 1 presents an automated qfTLI analysis tool capable of real-time ACD detection
for single-cell isolation.

•

Chapter 2 highlights my contribution to demonstrating lysosomal ACD in HSCs.

•

Chapter 3 demonstrates the improved identification of CFD regulators from scRNASeq using the qfTLI tool presented in Chapter 1.
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CHAPTER 1 – ALERT: A tool for Automated Live Event
Recognition in Time-lapse imaging data
Chapter 1 is a preprint currently in preparation for submission. It presents ALERT, an automated qfTLI
analysis tool capable of real-time event detection for single-cell isolation. I championed the idea
of automated qfTLI image analysis and tracking and programmed ALERT. To that end, I adapted an
already existing a posteriori tracking algorithm (ATILA, written by Dirk Loeffler) towards real-time
tracking of incoming qfTLI data.

ALERT implementation exists in Matlab and Python code, but its Matlab version, called
OnlineMovieAnalysis.m, was used for HSC ACD detection in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
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Abstract
Identifying the molecular regulators that drive stem cell fate decision-making is a major goal in
biology. Different cells can choose different fates at different times, which leads to
heterogeneity in high dimensional snapshot data confounding common downstream analysis.
To control for confounding heterogeneity, paired sister cells with diverging fates are an ideal
comparison. However, non-retrospective detection of cell fate divergence requires continuous
live single-cell observation. Quantitative fluorescent time-lapse imaging can provide
continuous single-cell data, but its low molecular bandwidth impedes the identification of novel
molecular fate decision regulatory programs. To circumvent this limitation, we here present a
novel real-time analysis tool for time-lapse imaging data as a prerequisite for integration of
time-lapse imaging with high-dimensional endpoint assays. The tool performs live
identification of arbitrary user-specified single-cell molecular or cellular behaviour events from
incoming imaging data and reports individual cells for isolation and subsequent highdimensional endpoint analysis.

Introduction
During quantitative fluorescent time-lapse imaging (qfTLI), automated microscopes scan predefined positions in different wavelengths (CHs, Figure 8 A). Each scan produces a time point
of typically one brightfield and up to five fluorescent images to quantify spatial abundances of
fluorescent molecular markers22. The time points of a given position form a temporal stack that
extends with every iteration (Figure 8 B). To extract meaning from qfTLI, several sequential
analysis steps are necessary12,13. First, a segmentation step identifies objects. Then,
quantification extracts the morphology and fluorescent intensities, and tracking assigns cellular
identity and kinship to objects over time. Only the integration of quantifications and tracking
provides data on single-cell dynamics needed to detect cell fate decisions18–20,48–50.
qfTLI has been used to investigate the implications of functionally relevant cellular events such
as signalling responses51, asymmetric cell division20,48, or transcription factor dynamics19.
However, the limited number of fluorescent markers prevents a naïve identification of novel
cell fate regulatory programs. To circumvent this limitation, qfTLI has to be complemented by
high-dimensional end-point assays such as single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq)13. For
this purpose, time-lapse data must be analysed and examined for cellular events of interest with
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no or very short delays, so fate events are recognized in real-time and the corresponding cells
can be isolated for scRNA-Seq. Importantly, and different from currently existing approaches,
single-cell identities have to be preserved throughout the entire workflow.
There are several automated time-lapse imaging analysis pipelines but the vast majority of
studies are tailored towards a posteriori data processing52–57. One exception is Kwak and
colleagues who reported real-time single-cell tracing for live chemotaxis assays. However, their
pipeline is limited to single-cell migration behaviour and does not include arbitrary event
reporting based on user-specified conditions. Recent work indeed reported fully integrated,
multi-generational, automated qfTLI analysis but did not perform any real-time data processing,
event detection, or subsequent cell retrieval58. To the best of our knowledge, no study has yet
reported an automated qfTLI analysis tool that performs real-time identification of custom
cellular events and their reporting for subsequent single-cell isolation.

Results
We here present ALERT, a tool for Automated Live Event Recognition in Time-lapse data,
which is capable of live-monitoring on-going qfTLI experiments for user-defined cellular
events. ALERT performs all necessary qfTLI analysis steps including segmentation,
quantification, tracking, event detection, and event reporting. As soon as user-specified cellular
events are detected, ALERT reports the corresponding cells for subsequent isolation with a
semi-automated robotic single-cell picker (Figure 8 C).

Figure 8 Foundations of time-lapse experiments. A During data acquisition, pre-defined positions of
cell cultures are continuously scanned by an automated microscope. B. Each passing of a position
generates a time point, that contains images in different channels (CHs) or imaging modes (e.g.
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brightfield or fluorescence). The time points constitute a temporal-positional stack that expands with
every iteration as new data are added. C ALERT iterates through positional stacks and performs
automated analysis and event detection on incoming data from ongoing qfTLI experiments.

Segmentation
The first automated analysis step is segmentation (Figure S 1, APPENDIX A). ALERT
segmentation is currently tailored towards instance segmentation of haematopoietic stem and
progenitor cell bodies, i.e. identifying single cells as individual objects, from brightfield images.
Segmentation generates two different masks. The first mask identifies object bodies to query
their intensities in different CHs (“Mask”). A second hollow mask, centred around the cellular
bodies, is generated to estimate local background intensities (“Local background mask”). Both
masks are labelled, so their pixels are assigned integers unique to individual objects (Figure 9
A).
Quantification
The quantification step uses the generated masks to subset the different CHs. For each detected
object several measurements are taken: i) The X and Y centroids are calculated; ii) the number
of pixels is recorded as area, and iii) for each CH the intensities over all object pixels are
summed up. To correct for background intensity, ALERT uses the local background mask to
calculate the average local background pixel intensity around a given object, which is then
multiplied by the object’s area and subtracted to obtain its true signal. Quantifications for each
time point are output as tables with each row as another object (Figure 9 B).
Tracking
ALERT uses the quantification output to perform centroid-based tracking. Quantifications are
read into a sliding window with five chronologically ordered slots to read in output tables,
named TimePoint(TP)-2, TP-1, TP, TP+1, and TP+2. New time point quantifications enter at
position TP+2, while old ones exit from TP-2. The actual tracking takes place from TP to TP+1,
the rest of the window has quality control purposes. This means that ALERT is one time point
behind the most recent acquisition and will only start as soon as five time points of a position
have been acquired. To allocate single-cell identity to detected objects, ALERT extends
quantification tables for tracking by adding a colony and track number column. Tracking is
colony-specific and involves three sequential steps, namely colony assignment, division
detection, and track number assignment, which are described below (Figure 9 C).
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Tracking - Colony assignment
The first step of tracking is colony assignment (Figure S 2, APPENDIX A). It copies colony
numbers from cells in TP to objects within a certain range d in TP+1/+2. The assignment in
TP+2 serves as quality control during division detection. As initialization, ALERT declares all
recognized objects within the first iteration, i.e. first time point of a position, as colony founder
cells (Figure 10 A). Cells migrating into a position at a later time are ignored. After colony
assignment, ALERT checks each colony individually whether cell numbers from TP to TP+1
stay constant or increase. If the cell number increases, ALERT first performs division detection
to identify dividing cells in TP and the corresponding daughters in TP+1 and then continues
with track number assignment. If a colony’s cell number stagnates, ALERT immediately
continues with track number assignment (Figure 10 B).

Figure 9 ALERT analysis steps. A Segmentation creates a mask to identify cell bodies and another
mask for local background quantification. B. During quantification, masks are used to compute different
measurements for each detected object, stored as tabular output for any given position and time point.
C ALERT performs a centroid-based tracking on a positional stack, that keeps extending. A sliding
window iterates through the output tables in chronological order, preparing them for tracking. Tracking
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iterates through all colonies at a given time point and performs colony assignment, division detection,
and track number assignment from TP to TP+1.

Tracking – Division detection
If the cell number of a given colony increases, ALERT performs division detection. Division
detection (Figure S 3, APPENDIX A) answers two questions: i) Which cells in TP divided and
ii) which objects in TP+1 are their corresponding daughters? Division detection assumes that
daughter cells in TP+1 are spatially located around their mother’s centroid in TP. Moreover,
ALERT assumes that the combined fluorescence of both daughter cells in TP+1 resembles their
mother’s intensities in TP. Therefore, as a first step, ALERT computes all possible pairwise
centroids of colony objects in TP+1 and maps them to cell centroids in TP. The closest match
identifies the mother cell in TP and its corresponding daughter pair in TP+1 (Figure 10 C). If
another combination of mother/daughter pair is close, ALERT will match fluorescence
intensities to identify the correct mother/daughter cell assignment (Figure 10 D). Once a match
is made, ALERT records the cell in TP as a dividing mother cell and the assigned pair of TP+1
objects as daughters for the following track number assignment (Figure 10 E).
Tracking – Track number assignment
During track number assignment (Figure S 4, APPENDIX A), ALERT maps all cells of a given
colony in TP to objects in TP+1. For each cell in TP, ALERT checks whether a division has
been previously detected. If the current cell divides, ALERT retrieves the previously assigned
daughter cells in TP+1 and assigns new track numbers (Figure 10 F). If no division for the given
cell has been detected, the mapping is a centroid-based minimal distance search that identifies
the spatially closest object in TP+1. The identified object in TP+1 is then assigned the track
number of the current colony cell in TP (Figure 10 G).
Event detection and reporting
ALERT saves all tracking data before visiting the next position. When re-entering a position to
analyse new time points, ALERT reloads its tracking data i) to seamlessly continue tracking
but also ii) to have full temporal information on all cells in the current position. The data can
thus be logically queried for user-programmed conditions, e.g. asymmetric inheritance,
divergent protein expression among related cells (Figure 11 A), and any other scenario encoded
by existing data. If user-defined conditions are met at the current time point, ALERT reports
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the current colony including its position in the culture dish. To re-identify reported colonies
during isolation, culture dishes have landmarks for macroscopic orientation of a user-operated
single-cell picker59 (Figure 11 B, top of Figure 11 C).
ALERT outputs a colony reporting sheet that specifies the current position, locates the reported
colony within the position’s field of view, and displays fluorescence and spatial quantifications
for quick quality control by the user before semi-automated isolation (Figure 11 C). The singlecell picker has fine enough mechanical resolution for targeted isolation of single-cells right next
to each other. The sequence of cell picking is recorded and mapped to the tracking and singlecell assay data, such that cell identity is preserved throughout the entire workflow (Figure 11
D). We already used ALERT to link data from single-cell culture colony assays (Loeffler et al
201920, Chapter 2) and scRNA-Seq profiling (Wehling et al., Chapter 3) to the asymmetric
inheritance of lysosomes during blood stem cell divisions.
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Figure 10 ALERT tracking in three steps. A Colony assignment: Colonies are initialized during the
first ALERT iteration of a position. Colony assignment copies colony numbers to objects in TP+1/+2
within a certain range of a given colony. B Division detection: To find dividing cells within a given
colony, ALERT compares all possible pairwise object combinations (putative daughter cell pairs) in
TP+1 to all cells (putative mother cells) in TP. C Track number assignment: For every cell, ALERT
checks if a division has been detected. If a division was recorded, ALERT retrieves the identified
daughter cells and assigns new track numbers (left). If no division was detected, ALERT performs a
centroid-based matching of the current cell to an object in TP+1 and copies the current track number
(right).

Discussion
We here present ALERT, a versatile real-time qfTLI analysis tool, capable of live event
detection and reporting. Currently, ALERT is tailored towards the observation of
haematopoietic stem and progenitor cell behaviour, and has already been used to study murine
and human blood stem and progenitor cells with different morphologies and behaviour. The
current implementation of ALERT has a modular structure so sections can be easily exchanged
for increased functionality. An obvious point of improvement would be the segmentation step.
In fact, segmentation performance is crucial for tracking and thus also event detection. Over
the last decade, cell identification from microscopy images has experienced tremendous
improvements by the advent of machine learning in life sciences16,60,61. In contrast, exchanging
the tracking module would be more difficult, since various tracking algorithms require different
inputs (raw images, mask, or tabular tracking output)57. Future add-ons first focussing on
improved object detection are thus the next plausible step.
So far, ALERT has been used to link asymmetric cell division events to end-point assays, but
the versatile tracking data allows users to screen qfTLI experiments for a much broader set of
functionally relevant behaviour. Interesting examples are heterogeneous single-cell signalling
responses across the haematopoietic hierarchy7 or divergent transcription factor dynamics
between sister cells18,19. To that end, users query the generated tracking data for their respective
events of interest. Currently, ALERT requires programming to specify conditions, which might
restrict the user base. Designing an intuitive and graphical interface for versatile event definition
could have a big impact on user adoption and should thus be a future functionality of ALERT.
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Figure 11 ALERT event detection. A Example scenarios of user-defined events. User events are defined
programmatically for detection by ALERT. gen = generation. B Culture dishes should have landmarks,
such that colony identification after ALERT reporting is facilitated. C ALERT scans an entire qfTLI
experiment (here 60 positions with 1500 cells seeded) and searches for colonies in generation two. Once
identified, ALERT reports relevant colonies on a reporting sheet that locates colonies of the ongoing
experiment and provides single-cell dynamic quantifications for review by the user. D Identified
individual colonies are isolated using a semi-automated robotic picker. Single-cell picking sequences
are recorded.

However, user-coded events represent very specific and thus rigid conditions. Recent
improvements of machine learning on time-lapse imaging data might offer a more generalizable
event detection. As an example, Buggenthin and colleagues trained deep neural networks to
detect HSC differentiation events from brightfield time-lapse images long before fluorescent
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marker expression62. Their study performed label-free identification of HSC fate decision
events and if such models became robust and generalizable enough, they could be used for realtime event identification as well.
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CHAPTER 2 – Asymmetric lysosome inheritance predicts
haematopoietic stem cell activation
Chapter 2 is an adapted post-print of the article ‘Asymmetric lysosome inheritance predicts
haematopoietic stem cell activation’, by Loeffler et al, published 2019 in Nature. Here we
demonstrate that the lysosomal compartment can be asymmetrically inherited during in-vitro
mouse HSC divisions, which then predicts the upregulation of the surface marker CD71 in
daughter cells receiving less lysosome. In follow up experiments, we correlated CD71
upregulation with a preceding translational and metabolic activation.
I contributed the execution and analysis of experiments in Figure 2 e - i and Extended Data
Figure 4 a-c and p, demonstrating the positive correlation between CD71 upregulation and
metabolic activation, i.e. production of reactive oxygen species, mitochondrial depolarization
and cMyc expression. I used ALERT to detect symmetrically and asymmetrically dividing
HSCs in-vitro. Sister cells were isolated with a single-cell picker for single-cell liquid culture
assays to compare their lineage output in Figure 4 d and Extended Data Figure 9 f-g, which
showed that HSC ACD imbalances the in-vitro lineage output between sister cells.
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Abstract
Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) self-renew and differentiate into all blood lineages lifelong
and can repair damaged blood systems upon transplantation. Asymmetric cell division (ACD)
has been suspected as a regulator of HSC fates, but its existence could never be shown
directly63. In ACD, asymmetric future daughter cell fates are prospectively determined by a
mechanism linked to mitosis. This can be mediated by asymmetric inheritance of cell-extrinsic
niche signals by e.g. orienting the divisional plane, or by asymmetric inheritance of cellintrinsic fate determinants. Importantly, neither the observation of asymmetric inheritance
alone, nor of asymmetric daughter fates alone are sufficient to demonstrate ACD64. In both
cases, sister fates could be controlled by division-independent mechanisms. Here, we
demonstrate that the cellular degradative machinery including lysosomes, autophagosomes,
mitophagosomes and NUMB can be asymmetrically inherited into HSC daughters. This
asymmetric inheritance predicts asymmetric future metabolic and translational activation and
fates of HSC daughters and their offspring. Hence, we provide first evidence for the existence
of HSC asymmetric cell division.

Main
Previous attempts to demonstrate HSC ACD relied on either only asymmetric daughter cell
fates acquired after division, or only the asymmetric inheritance of fate determinants during
division63,65–68. NUMB65,67, AP2A266, TIE268, CD6369 CDC4270 and active mitochondria71
were suggested to be asymmetrically inherited during HSC divisions. However, e.g. CD63 and
NUMB were only analyzed in fixed haematopoietic progenitor (not stem) cells65,67,69, different
live reporters yielded different results66,67, and non-mitotic and/or non-related cells might have
been mistaken for paired daughters65,67. It thus remained unclear whether NUMB is actually
asymmetrically inherited during HSC divisions. In addition, no correlation with future daughter
cells fates, and thus functional relevance of a potential asymmetric inheritance, could be
demonstrated.
Here, we used quantitative long-term live single-cell imaging and tracking12,15,19,35,50,72 to
combine molecular quantification during HSC division with future cell-fate quantification of
daughter cells. First, we expressed fluorescent protein fusions of 13 candidates in murine HSCs
(Supplementary Data Fig. 1) and quantified their inheritance during HSC division in vitro (Fig.
1, Extended Data Fig. 1). Importantly, since daughter cells can quickly adopt differences in
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reporter gene expression after mitosis (Extended Data Figs. 1d, e), we quantified inheritance
directly after division (Extended Data Fig. 1). Only CD63VENUS and mCherryNUMB but not
NUMBVENUS showed clear asymmetric inheritance (Figs. 1b, c, Extended Data Fig. 1, Videos
S1-2)). We therefore analyzed the inheritance also of endogenous NUMB in fixed mitotic
cKIT+Sca1+lineage- cells (KSL). In contrast to previous reports suggesting several-fold
differences of inherited NUMB between sister cells67,73, we found NUMB sister ratios to rarely
exceeded 2-fold (Extended Data Figs. 2a-d). They were also highest in cells with lower signal
over background (Extended Data Fig. 2d), thus possibly only resembling random noise effects
without functional relevance. However, daughters receiving more NUMB also received more
AP2A266 and PARD3b (Extended Data Figs. 2e-k), suggesting that these small daughter cell
differences are not just random and might be functionally relevant.
Since previous NUMB reporters yielded different observations, we quantified the
colocalization of endogenous NUMB with NUMBVENUS and mCherryNUMB in 3D. While
endogenous NUMB and mCherryNUMB were mostly localized in vesicles, NUMBVENUS
localized at the plasma membrane (Extended Data Figs. 2l, m) revealing that mCherryNUMB
is the more faithful reporter (Extended Data Figs. 2n, o). While we found clear asymmetric
mCherryNUMB inheritance during HSC divisions (Figs. 1b, c, Videos S1-2), cocultures on 7F2
(17.2±3.1%) did not, in contrast to a previous report65, increase asymmetry frequencies over
OP9 (19.5±1.3%) stroma (Fig. 1d).
To identify markers for asymmetric daughter fates, we quantified the expression dynamics of
Sca1, CD105, CD41, CD48 and CD71 (Figs. 1e, f). Clustering of paired daughter cell dynamics
yielded three distinct behaviors (symmetric, weakly- and asymmetric) for Sca1, CD48, CD41
and CD71, and two for CD105 (Fig. 1f). Interestingly, the frequencies of a-/symmetric daughter
fates varied between the differentiation markers (Fig. 1f).
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Figure 1 | Asymmetric mCherryNUMB inheritance and asymmetric daughter cells fates in purified
HSCs. a, Experiment design. b, Representative video frames of dividing HSCs transduced with VENUS
and mCherryNUMB. A- and symmetric mCherryNUMB inheritance can be observed. c, Representative
mCherryNUMB fluorescence quantification of HSC daughter cells over time for a- (right) and
symmetric (left) segregation during division. Fold sister differences early after division are indicated. n
= 3 independent experiments. d, Frequency of asymmetric mCherryNUMB inheritance in HSCs does
not differ between OP9 and 7F2 stroma co-cultures. n = 5 independent experiments with 389 and 401
divisions quantified total on OP9 and 7F2, respectively. mean ± SEM. Two-sided Fisher’s exact test. ns
= not significant. e, Experiment design. f, Reliable classification of symmetric and asymmetric cell fates
requires continuous observation. (top) Heatmap of fluorescence dynamics over the complete life time of
HSC daughters. Each row represents a pair of HSC daughter cells (#1 and #2). Different degrees of
symmetric and asymmetric expression of Sca1 (372 analyzed cells), CD105 (382), CD48 (382), CD41
(372) and CD71 (1442) between daughter cells can be clustered. (middle) Mean fluorescence intensities
over time of the different symmetric and asymmetric clusters of indicated number of pooled time series.
Mean ± SD. (bottom) Quantification of symmetric and asymmetric daughter cell fate cluster frequencies.
n = 6 independent experiments for Sca1, CD105, CD48, CD41, n = 5 independent experiments for
CD71.

We next tested whether asymmetric mCherryNUMB inheritance can predict asymmetric future
HSC daughter fates. Sisters with symmetric mCherryNUMB inheritance showed symmetric
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and asymmetric expression dynamics for all markers, while Sca1 was mostly expressed
symmetrically (Figs. 2a-d, Extended Data Fig. 3). In contrast, sisters with asymmetric
inheritance showed an increased frequency of asymmetric Sca1, CD105 and CD71 expression
(Figs. 2a-d, Extended Data Figs. 3d, e). In addition, increased production of CD48, CD105 and
CD71, but not CD41 and Sca1 was observed in daughter cells receiving less mCherryNUMB
(Extended Data Fig. 3c). CD48 and CD71 upregulation has been associated with
differentiation74 and activation75, while elevated Sca1 levels indicate less differentiated cells74,
suggesting that HSC daughters receiving less mCherryNUMB are metabolically activated and
induced to differentiate.
Following this hypothesis, other markers for HSC activation and differentiation should also
correlate with CD71. Mitochondrial activation76, reactive oxygen species (ROS) production77
and c-MYC upregulation are indicators of HSC activation, exhaustion and differentiation78,79,
while low mitochondrial activity and clearance are crucial for HSC function68,76. Probes for
mitochondrial activation like Tetramethylrhodamine (TMRM) have been demonstrated to be a
faithful reporter for functional HSCs in vitro71,76. Using a GFP-c-MYC reporter mouse80, we
quantified the expression kinetics of CD71, GFP-c-MYC, TMRM71,76 or ROS levels using
CellROX dyes in dividing HSCs and their daughters (Figs. 2e-g, Extended Data Fig. 4).
As expected, HSCs are metabolically inactive and express low levels of CD71, GFP-c-MYC,
TMRM and ROS (Extended Data Figs. 4a, b-d left panels). In HSC daughter cells, GFP-cMYC, TMRM and ROS expression levels strongly correlated with the upregulation of CD71
(Figs. 2e-g, Extended Data Figs. 4a-d right panels). When both HSC daughter cells upregulated
CD71, the levels of GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS increased also in both daughters (Figs. 2eg, Extended Data Figs. 4f-g). When only one sister upregulated CD71, as after asymmetric
inheritance of NUMB, the levels of GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS increased in the same sister
but remained low in the other (Figs. 2e-g). Further differentiated MPP1-5s have higher levels
of GFP-c-MYC and upregulate CD71, GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS faster than HSCs
(Extended Data Fig. 4e-l), confirming their upregulation as a differentiation or activation
marker. In contrast, CD105 and Sca1, which both are highly expressed on HSCs and lost upon
differentiation, are downregulated after CD71 upregulation but not in CD71 low cells
(Extended Data Figs. 4m-p). GFP-c-MYC and TMRM are upregulated about 2-3h prior to
CD71, while ROS levels increase with CD71 (Figs. 2h, i). These observations demonstrate that
HSC daughters receiving less mCherryNUMB get metabolically activated and suggest c-MYC
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upregulation and mitochondria activation as early ACD effectors, then inducing CD71, ROS
production and differentiation.

Figure 2 | Asymmetric inheritance of mCherryNUMB predicts asymmetric HSC activation.a,
Experiment design. b, Representative video frames of HSCs with a-/symmetric mCherryNUMB
inheritance. Cells with symmetric inheritance of mCherryNUMB upregulate CD71 in both daughters
(grey arrow). With asymmetric inheritance, daughters receiving less mCherryNUMB upregulate CD71
(white arrow). Scale bar 10 µm. c, Continuous simultaneous quantification of mCherryNUMB and
CD71 expression dynamics of cells shown in b. n = 3 independent experiments. d, Heatmap and
clustering (top) and cluster frequency (bottom) of paired daughter cell CD71 dynamics. Each row
represents one HSC daughter pair (#1 and #2). Daughter #1 receives more mCherryNUMB during
asymmetric inheritance, which predicts CD71 upregulation. A-/ symmetric inheritance was defined as
>1.8x / <1.2x mCherryNUMB sister cell ratios, respectively. (Bottom left) Mean fluorescence intensities
over time of clusters 1, 2, 3 and 4 with 190, 126, 129 and 67 pooled time series, respectively. Mean ±
SD. n = 3 independent experiments. e-f, HSC daughters upregulating CD71 also upregulate GFP-cMYC and TMRM or ROS. In case of asymmetric CD71 onset, CD71 low daughters remain low for GFPc-MYC, TMRM and ROS. Representative examples shown. n = 3 independent experiments. g, HSC
daughter cell quantifications of cumulative production of CD71, GFP-c-MYC and TMRM or ROS,
respectively. CD71, GFP-c-MYC and TMRM or ROS are coregulated in HSC daughters. n = 3
independent experiments with 282 and 356 daughter cells for CD71, GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS,
respectively. Two-sided Mann-Whitney test. h-i, Quantification of delay of GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and
ROS upregulation in comparison to CD71, respectively. GFP-c-MYC and TMRM are upregulated prior
to CD71, ROS simultaneously with CD71. n = 3, 6 and 3 independent experiments with 45, 95, 105 HSC
daughter pairs for GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS, respectively. Two-sided Wilcoxon test. ns = not
significant. Box-plot elements: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x
interquartile range; points, outlier.
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Since both asymmetrically inherited proteins, NUMB and CD63 (Extended Data Figs. 1a-d
and81) have been associated with lysosomes82,83 we speculated that lysosomes might be
asymmetrically inherited. In this case, NUMB´s asymmetry might only reflect its lysosomal
localization. We found clear asymmetric inheritance of the lysosomal marker LAMP1VENUS
(Extended Data Figs. 5a-c) and of the pH sensitive fluorescent lysosome reporter probe
LysoBrite in HSC daughters (Figs. 3a-c, Extended Data Figs. 5e-g), and of LAMP2 in fixed
mitotic KSL (Extended Data Fig. 5d), showing asymmetric lysosomes inheritance. Like for
mCherryNUMB, asymmetric lysosome inheritance predicts onsets of CD71, CD48 and CD105
in HSC daughters (Figs. 3a-c, Extended Data Figs. 5g-i) but not of CD41 and Sca1, suggesting
a common mechanism underlying both NUMB and lysosome asymmetries. Indeed, LAMP2+
lysosomes are asymmetrically co-inherited into the same KSL daughter cell as endogenous
NUMB (Extended Data Figs. 6a-e), and 15±2% of endogenous NUMB and 48±2.5% of
mCherryNUMB colocalize with LAMP2 (Extended Data Figs. 6f-h). In living HSCs,
mCherryNUMB and lysosomes also co-localize partially, and are asymmetrically co-inherited
into the same daughter cell (Extended Data Figs. 6i-k). NOTCH1 is also asymmetrically coinherited with lysosomes (Extended Data Figs. 5j, k), suggesting that asymmetric NUMB and
lysosome inheritance might act in concert to modulate NOTCH signaling in one HSC daughter.
This suggests that daughter fate bifurcations are controlled by asymmetric lysosome
inheritance. Interestingly, autophagy and mitochondrial clearance are lysosome-dependent
processes, and required for HSC function and quiescence68,84,85. The asymmetric inheritance of
old mitochondria was reported in a mammary cell line, but no asymmetric inheritance of
lysosomes or autophagosomes was found86. To test whether autophagosomes and
mitophagosomes are asymmetrically inherited in HSCs, we quantified LC3β, TOMM20 and
LAMP1 in mitotic HSCs. We found asymmetric co-inheritance of autophagosomes,
mitophagosomes and lysosomes (Fig. 3d). In living HSCs, a double fluorescence reporter
which, due to differences in maturation time and pH stability can be used to identify nascent,
mature or degrading proteins87, confirmed these results (Extended Data Figs. 7a-c).
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Figure 3 | Lysosomes, autophagosomes and mitophagosomes are co-inherited during asymmetric
HSC divisions and predict CD71 upregulation. a, Video frames of HSCs with a-/symmetric LysoBrite
inheritance and CD71 upregulation. Scale bar 10 µm. Asymmetric inheritance of LysoBrite predicts
upregulation of CD71 in the daughter cell receiving less lysosomes (white arrow head). b,
Representative examples of simultaneous LysoBrite and CD71 dynamics quantification. Daughters
receiving less LysoBrite later upregulate CD71. n = 6 independent experiments. c, Heatmap and
clustering (top) and cluster frequency (bottom) of paired daughter cell CD71 dynamics after a/symmetric LysoBrite inheritance. Each row represents one HSC daughter pair (#1 and #2). Daughter
#2 receives less LysoBrite during asymmetric inheritance, which predicts CD71 upregulation. (Bottom
left) Mean fluorescence intensities over time of clusters 1, 2 and 3 with 157, 65 and 116 pooled time
series, respectively. Mean ± SD. n = 6 independent experiments. d, Immunostaining of mitotic purified
HSCs stained for TOMM20 (mitochondria), LAMP1 (lysosomes), LC3β (autophagosomes) and αTubulin. Lysosomes, autophagosomes and mitophagosomes are asymmetrically co-inherited (bottom).
Asymmetric inheritance of mitophagosomes in mitotic HSCs daughter pairs (#1 and #2). n = 3
independent experiments, 199 mitotic HSC total. Two-sided unpaired t-test. Box-plot elements: center
line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier.
Scale bar 10 µm.

If asymmetrically inherited lysosomes maintain a metabolically inactive cell, the sister
receiving less of the lysosomal degradative machinery should also increase in translational
activity. Asymmetric translational activity of HSC daughters increases with cell cycle
progression (Extended Data Figs. 8a-c), prior to CD71 upregulation (Extended Data Fig. 8d),
and indeed correlates with CD71 and lysosomal asymmetry (Extended Data Figs. 8e, f).
Next, we tested whether this asymmetry predicts long-term fates of the progeny of HSC
daughters. Asymmetric lysosome inheritance correlated with higher overall heterogeneity
during long-term differentiation (Fig. 4d), but without a bias for specific lineages (Extended
Data Fig. 9, Supplementary Data Fig. 2). This was further confirmed by continuous long-term
single-cell quantification of HSCs and their progeny over 5 generations by clustering of singlecell dynamics (e.g. of differentiation markers Sca1, CD41, FcγR), and fate trajectories in
tracked lineage trees (Figs. 4a-d, Extended Data Fig. 9). Asymmetric lysosome inheritance
predicted asymmetric differentiation progression of HSC daughters (Fig. 4c), with lysosome
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low HSC daughters being induced to differentiate without inducing specific lineage choices
(Fig. 4). These may be made, independently of differentiation induction, in a specific time
window after every mitosis. Alternatively, culture conditions could dominate over ACD in
inducing differentiation, thus homogenizing lineage output after ACD in culture.

Figure 4 | Asymmetric lysosome inheritance predicts HSC daughter fate heterogeneity. a-b, HSCs
were continuously imaged with fluorescent LysoBrite, anti-Sca1, -CD41 and -FcγR for 5 generations.
Cell fates were assigned using clustering (b) of single-cell dynamics quantification. b, 2-dimensional
representation of the HSC in vitro differentiation landscape by Uniform Manifold Approximation and
Projection (UMAP). Cluster localization of cells of specific generations and of differentiation markers.
Freshly isolated cells (generation 0) start in cluster 2 and acquire different cell fates over time. n = 4
independent experiments with 11641 analysed cells total. c, Quantification of HSC daughter cell derived
sub tree distances. Two-sided Mann-Whitney test. n = 4 independent experiments. d, Paired daughter
cell colony assay. HSCs were imaged continuously until after division, then daughters were separated
into 96 well plates, cultured for 12 days and progeny analyzed by flow cytometry. Quantification of
daughter colony similarities across multiple lineages (distance) shows that asymmetric lysosome
inheritance predicts daughter cell colony output heterogeneity. n = 5 independent experiments with 37
asymmetric and 32 symmetric divisions. Two-sided Mann-Whitney test. Box-plot elements: center line,
median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier.

Taken together, we show that lysosomes, autophagosomes, mitophagosomes, NOTCH1, CD63
and NUMB are asymmetrically inherited by HSC daughters, and functionally predict the
metabolic, translational and differentiation activation in HSC daughter cells, and the increased
heterogeneity of their long-term progeny. The used HSC purification approach yields a
population with ~30-50%78,79 purity of functional HSCs, leaving the possibility that the 20-30%
ACDs occur outside the HSC fraction. However, we found about half of ACDs in cells with
very late (> 40h) first divisions, an exclusive property of functional HSCs78. Interestingly, while
differing HSC daughter fates are frequent also in the absence of ACD, ACD seems to dictate
the coordinated directionality of asymmetric daughter inheritance and fate acquisition. We
suggest that the asymmetric inheritance of the autophagosomal / lysosomal degradative
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machinery is involved in HSC fate decisions by regulating mitochondrial clearance, autophagy
and possibly NOTCH signaling (Extended Data Fig. 10) and provide the first direct
experimental proof for ACD of HSCs in vitro.
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Methods
Data reporting. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The
experiments were not randomized and the investigators were not blinded to allocation during
experiments and outcome assessment.
Ethical statement. All experiments were done according to Swiss federal law and institutional
guidelines of ETH Zurich, approved by local animal ethics committee Basel-Stadt (approval
number 2655) and Regierung von Oberbayern (AZ55.1-2-54-2531-59-08)
Mice. Experiments were conducted with 12-16 week old, male C57BL/6J from Janvier Labs
(Saint-Berthevin, France) or B6;129-Myctm1Slek/J (GFP-c-MYC KI) purchased from The
Jackson Laboratory and acclimatized for at least 1 week prior to start of an experiment. Animals
were housed in improved hygienic conditions (IHC) in individually ventilated cages (IVCs)
with 2-5 animals per cage and supplied with environmental enrichment. Animals were housed
with an inverse 12 h day-night cycle in a temperature (21±2℃) and humidity (55±10%)
controlled room with ad libitum access to standard diet and drinking water at all times. General
well-being of the animals was routinely monitored by animal facility caretakers by daily visual
inspections. Animals were euthanized if symptoms of pain and/or distress were observed.
Animals were randomly assigned to experimental groups and pooled for experiments to reduce
biological variability.
Genotyping. GFP-c-MYC KI mice were homozygous and GFP expression was verified every
other generation by flow cytometry.
Cell lines. OP9 were a gift from Shin-Ichi Nishikawa and cultured in αMEM supplemented
with 20% fetal calf serum (FCS), 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 μg/mL Streptomycin at 37°C, 5%
CO2. 7F2 (ATCC® CRL-12557™) were cultured in αMEM (2 mM L-glutamine and 1mM
sodium pyruvate without ribonucleosides and deoxyribonucleosides) with 10% FCS (ATCC,
302020). Cell lines were kept sub confluent and passaged every 2-4 days.
Lentivirus production and transduction. CD53 (imagene, accession number BC052905.1,
NCBI), CD63 (accession number BC012212.1, NCBI), Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 8A
(COX8a) (accession number NG_046750.1, NCBI), FYVE domain of Sara (imagene, accession
number BC032680.1, NCBI), Inscuteable (imagene, accession number DQ205645.1, NCBI),
Inturned (accession number NM_175515.5, NCBI), Inversin (gift from Hamada lab, in Osaka
University, accession number NM_010569.4, NCBI), Lamp1 (imagene, accession number
BC049097.1, NCBI), Musashi-2 (imagene, accession number BC111809.1, NCBI), Numb (p72
isoform, accession number AF169192.1), Prkcζ (imagene, accession number BC139761.1,
NCBI), Prkcι (imagene, accession number BC021630.1, NCBI), Prominin-1 (accession number
BC028286.1, NCBI) and TGFβRI (imagene, accession number BC063260.1, NCBI). cDNAs
were cloned into Vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV-G) pseudo typed lentivirus (3rd
generation) constructs as either a C-terminal VENUS, N-terminal mCherry fusion or as double
fluorescence reporter conjugated GFPmCherry or DsRedpHLuorin as indicated. The virus was
produced in Human Embryonic Kidney 293T cells, titrated using NIH-3T3 fibroblasts,
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concentrated using ultracentrifugation at 68,000 g, stored at -80°C and used at multiplicity of
infection (MOI) of 300. Cells were infected for 24 h in 96 round bottom well plates containing
IMDM supplemented with 20% BIT, 100 ng/mL SCF, 100 ng/mL TPO, 50 µM 2mercaptoethanol, 2 mM L-glutamine and 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 µg/mL Streptomycin.
Hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell isolation. Primary cells were isolated and sorted as
previously described79,88. Briefly, femurs, tibiae, coxae, humeri, ulnae and vertebrae were
isolated and crushed in PBS (2% FCS, 2 mM EDTA) and filtered through a 100 µm nylon
mesh. Erythrocytes were lysed for 3 min on ice in ACK lysing buffer (Lonza), stained with
biotinylated lineage antibodies against CD3ε (145-2C11), CD19 (eBio1D3), TER-119 (TER119), B220 (RA3-6B2), Ly-6G (RB6-8C5) and CD11b (M1/70), labelled with streptavidin
conjugated magnetic beads (Roti®-MagBeads, Roche). After immuno-magnetic depletion cells
were stained with anti-CD34-eFluor450 (RAM34), Sca1-PerCP-Cy5.5 (D7), CD48-APC
(HM48-1), cKit-PE-Cy7 (2B8), streptavidin-APCeFluor780 (all eBioscience), CD135-PECF594 (A2F10.1; BD) and CD150-PE (TC15-12F12.2; Biolegend) for 90 minutes on ice and
sorted using BD FACS Aria I or III with 70 µm nozzle, single cell purity mode and sorting
purities ≥ 98%.
Hematopoietic co-cultures. HSC were cultured as previously described65. Briefly, HSC were
added in IMDM supplemented with 2% FCS, 30 ng/mL SCF, 30 ng/mL Flt3L, 50 µM 2mercaptoethanol, 2 mM L-Glutamine and 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 μg/mL Streptomycin to
confluent OP9 and 7F2 layer and allowed to settle for 30 min prior to imaging.
Stroma free haematopoietic cell cultures. HSPCs were cultured as described38,72,89. Briefly,
phenol red free IMDM supplemented with 20% BIT (Stemcell Technologies), 100 ng/mL
mouse SCF, 100 ng/mL mouse TPO (both PeproTech), 2 mM L-Glutamine, 50 µM 2mercaptoethanol, 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 µg/mL Streptomycin supplemented with directly
conjugated in culture live antibodies or fluorescence probes for quantitative image cytometry:
20 ng/mL CD48-PE (HM48-1), 20 ng/mL CD48-APC (HM48-1), 20 ng/mL CD71-PE (RI7
217.1.4), 20 ng/mL CD71-APC (RI7 217.1.4), 20 ng/mL NOTCH1-PE (22E5, all eBioscience),
50 ng/mL Sca1-Alexa Fluor® 488 (D7), 50 ng/mL CD105-Alexa Fluor 488 (MJ7/18), 20
ng/mL CD41-PE, 20 ng/mL CD41-APC (both: MWReg20), 40 ng/mL CD16/32-BV480
(2.4G2, all BD), 100 nM Tetramethylrhodamine, Methyl Ester, Perchlorate (TMRM,
LifeTechnologies), 100 nM CellROX™ Deep Red (Thermo Fisher).
Immunofluorescence. Cells were fixed on either with 100 µg/mL retronectin (Takara Bio)
coated or 10 µg/mL anti-CD43-biotin coated slides for 20 min at room temperature with 4% pformaldehyde (Sigma), permeabilized with 0.2% Triton-X (Applichem), blocked for 1 h in 10%
donkey serum in TBS-T (Tris-buffered saline, 0.1% Tween 20) and stained with 4 µg/mL
mouse anti-NUMB (Santa Cruz, 48), 4 µg/mL rabbit anti-PARD3b (Santa Cruz, F-12), 2 µg/mL
cMYC-Alexa Fluor488 (Santa Cruz, 9E10), 4 µg/mL anti-TOMM20-Alexa Fluor488 (abcam,
ab205486), 4 µg/mL anti-TOMM20-Alexa Fluor555 (abcam, ab221292), 4 µg/mL anti-LC3βAlexa Fluor488 (abcam, ab225382), 20 µg/mL mouse anti-mCherry (abcam, ab167453), 20
µg/mL rabbit anti-NUMB (abcam, ab14140), 20 µg/mL goat anti-NUMB (abcam, ab4147), 4
µg/mL goat anti-NUMB (Santa Cruz, P-20), 4 µg/mL rabbit anti-NUMB (Santa Cruz, H-70), 4
µg/mL mouse anti-NUMB (Santa Cruz, 48), 2.5 µg/mL mouse anti-alpha-Adaptin (abcam,
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ab2730), 5 µg/mL rabbit anti-LAMP2 (abcam, ab37024), 1 µg/mL anti-α-TubulinAlexaFluor488 conjugate (Life Technologies, B-5-1-2), 100 ng/mL rabbit anti-α-TubulinAlexa Fluor647 (Cell Signaling, 11H10), 10 µg/mL chicken anti-GFP (Aves Lab) primary
antibodies in 10% donkey serum in TBS-T overnight at 4 °C, three washing steps of each 5 min
and 10 μg/mL Alexa Fluor dyes conjugated donkey secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) for 3 h
at room temperature in 10% donkey serum in TBS-T and stained with 1 µg/mL DAPI for 10
minutes at room temperature. Images were acquired either on a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope
using a CFI Plan Apo Lambda 20X objective (NA 0.75) or Nikon A1 microscope using the CFI
Plan Apo λ 100X Oil objective (NA 1.45). Analysis of mitotic HSPC was conducted after 44 h
culture at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in 96 round bottom plates or IBIDIVI channel slides (Ibidi) using
phenol red free IMDM supplemented with 20% BIT, 100 ng/mL SCF, 100 ng/mL TPO, 2 mM
L-Glutamine, 50 µM 2-mercaptoethanol, 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 μg/mL Streptomycin.
Fluorescence signals in each daughter cell were quantified after background subtraction based
on secondary antibody only controls and manual segmentation using Nikon NIS-Elements.
Daughter pairs were manually inspected and excluded from analysis when fluorescence signals
of daughter cells were negative or barely above background and sister cell ratios of DAPI or αTubulin exceeded a factor 1.5-fold. NUMB localization and inheritance were compared in listed
commercially available antibodies (not shown) and yielded comparable results.
Colocalization analysis. Pixel and Voxel colocalization was determined using custom written
Matlab scripts after initial image processing and thresholding as described above. Briefly,
image pixel fluorescence intensities of channels to be compared were vectorized. Pixels
negative for DAPI and α-tubulin and pixels with relative fluorescence intensity values <5 were
excluded using logical indexing. Pearson correlation coefficients of vectorized data with and
without randomization were calculated.
Time-lapse imaging. Time-lapse experiments were conducted at 37 °C, 5% CO2 on μ-slide
VI0,4 channels slides (IBIDI), either coated with 50 ng/mL fibronectin (Takara Bio) or 10 µg/mL
anti-CD43-biotin, in phenol red free IMDM supplemented with 20% BIT, 100 ng/mL SCF, 100
ng/mL TPO, 2 mM L-Glutamine, 50 µM 2-mercaptoethanol and 50 U/mL penicillin, 50 μg/mL
Streptomycin using Nikon-Ti Eclipse equipped with linear encoded motorized stage, Orca
Flash 4.0 V2 (Hamamatsu), and Spectra X fluorescent light source (Lumencor). White light
emitted by Spectra X was collimated and used as a transmitted light for bright field illumination
via a custom-made motorized mirror controlled by Arduino UNO Rev3 (Arduino). Fluorescent
images were acquired using optimized filter sets: eGFP (470/40; 495LP; 525/50), YFP (500/20;
515LP; 535/30), mKO2 (546/10; 560LP; 577/25), mCherry (550/32; 585LP; 605/15), Cy5
(620/60; 660LP; 700/75; all AHF) to detect GFP/AlexaFluor488, VENUS, PE, mCherry,
APC/AlexaFluor647, respectively. Time intervals of bright field and fluorescent image
acquisition were chosen to minimize photo toxicity. Images were acquired using 10x CFI Plan
Apochromat λ objective (NA 0.45) and 40x CFI Plan Apo λ (NA 0.95). Single-cell tracking
and image quantification were performed using self-written software as described12,16,19,49,50.
Image quantification and analyses. Acquired 16-bit images with 2048x2048 pixel resolution
were saved as .png and linearly transformed to 8-bit using channel optimized white points prior
to analysis. Bright field images were used for segmentation using fastER16. Trained labeling
masks were subsequently eroded to reduce segmentation artefacts caused by close cell
proximity (Settings: Morphological transformation x = 3, y = 3, op = 2, shape: 2) and
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subsequently dilated (Settings: dilation 6) to ensure proper segmentation and quantification of
the entire cell in all fluorescence channel. Tracking and quantification of fluorescence channels
was done as described12 and analyzed using Matlab 2017a (Mathworks).
Calculation of sister cell ratio and production rates. Sister cell ratios were calculated based
on the first time point after cell division by dividing the sum of pixel fluorescence intensities of
one daughter cell by the other. Depending on the temporal resolution used for individual
experiments quantified sister ratios are based on time points between 5 to 60 min after mitosis.
Ratios smaller 1 were thereby converted to their reciprocal so that all sister cell ratios were
consequently ≥ 1. When the coinheritance of multiple factors was assessed, this conversion was
done for all fluorescence channel and plotted to NUMB as reference. In this case, again all
NUMB sister ratios were consequently ≥ 1, while sister cell ratio of other fluorescence channel
could be < 1. Since ratios below 1 are distorted and cannot be directly compared to ratios >1,
these ratios were transformed with –1/x and are therefore all ≤ 1. Sister cell ratios of > 1.5x and
< 1.2x were considered as asymmetric and symmetric respectively.
Production rates were calculated by dividing the sum of fluorescence intensities at the last time
point of a cells life time by the sum of fluorescence intensities at the first time point of its cell
life time directly after division. It represents in other words the fold increase of the total
fluorescence signal throughout a cell cycle.
Time series arithmetic for classification into asymmetric and symmetric daughter cell
fates.
Classification into asymmetric and symmetric paired HSC daughter cells was done by kmedoids clustering based on Euclidean distances using Matlab 2017a. Prior to clustering,
fluorescence intensities were z-normalized across all data points of individual replicates. Next,
individual time series of daughter cells were normalized to the fluorescence intensities at the
first time point after division (=fold change) and 40 time points total using Matlab’s spline
function. Daughter cell 1 and 2 were concatenated, rescaled to an intensity range of 0 to 100
and subsequently treated as one time series of 80 time points total during cluster analysis. In
order to avoid reciprocal clusters, all daughter cells with higher mean fluorescence intensities
were set to time point 1 to 40 while corresponding daughter cells with lower mean intensities
were assigned to time point 41 to 80. The maximum number of clusters was determined by
visual inspection and set to 3, representing symmetric, weak asymmetric and clearly
asymmetric HSC daughter cell fates. In case of CD105 only 2 clearly distinct clusters were
found and used for analysis. When effects of mCherryNUMB or LysoBrite inheritance on
daughter cell expression dynamics of CD41, CD105, Sca1, CD48 and CD71 were analyzed,
daughter cell time series were sorted according to mCherryNUMB inheritance (daughter cell 1
receiving more mCherryNUMB or LysoBrite) at first time point after division prior to
concatenation. mCherryNUMB sister ratios of ≥1.8x and ≤1.2x were considered as asymmetric
and symmetric inheritance, respectively. LysoBrite sister ratios of ≥1.5x and ≤1.2x were
considered as asymmetric and symmetric inheritance, respectively. Please note that the
thresholds used to define symmetric and asymmetric inheritance can differ depending on the
experimental design and imaging modalities such as choice of fluorescence reporter or
fluorochrome and signal to noise ratio.
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Cell fate assignment onto cell lineage trees. Clusters for cell fate assignment onto cell lineage
trees were generated based on quantifications of single-cell dynamics (for complete list see
Extended Data Figs. 9b-c) and dimensionality reduction using Uniform Manifold
Approximation and Projection (UMAP) (metric: Euclidean, neighbors: 4, minimum distance:
0) (https://github.com/lmcinnes/umap.git) and Python. After dimensional reduction, data was
clustered using hierarchical clustering based on Euclidean distance and ward linkage. The
number of clusters was set arbitrarily by comparison of clustering results with prior knowledge
(FcγR, CD41, Sca1 expression levels), homogeneity of parameter distribution within clusters
and by reproducibility of cluster frequencies between replicates. The analysis was conducted
for a range of predefined clusters which gave comparable results within a narrow range around
a total cluster number of 11. Clusters were then assigned to cell lineage trees and cluster
frequencies after a-/symmetric LysoBrite inheritance quantified for every generation. Apoptotic
cells were excluded from cluster analysis and are not displayed.
Calculation of subtree distances. Subtree distances were calculated based on quantifications
of single-cell dynamics. Quantification of single-cell dynamics (i.e. fluorescence intensities of
first time point, last time point, mean etc. of time series) were concatenated to a single vector
per cells. The Euclidean distance between all cells of different subtrees was then calculated in
all permutations across all parameters and the minimal sum of all non-redundant cell-cell
comparisons between subtrees determined as subtree distance.
Continuous quantitative image cytometry. Segmentation masks were created using fastER16
on brightfield images and used to quantify single cell fluorescence intensities for every time
point as described12. Objects over 50 pixels in size were considered as living cells.
Segmentation results were verified by sampled visual inspection for accuracy and correct
classification. Single cell frequencies across time points were calculated based on fluorescence
intensity thresholds similar to flow cytometry analysis using Matlab 2017a (Mathworks).
Liquid culture colony assay. Liquid culture colony assays were done as described38. Briefly,
single haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells were sorted into a 384 well plate (Greiner)
containing 20 µL of medium, incubated for 8 days at 37 °C and 5% CO2, stained with 500
ng/mL anti-F4/80-PE-eFluor610 (BM8, eBioscience), 500 ng/mL anti-Ly6GBrilliantViolet570 (Ly6G, Biolegend), 1.25 µg/mL anti-CD71-FITC (RI7 217.1.4,
eBioscience), 500 ng/mL anti-CD16/32-BrilliantViolet421 (93, BioLegend), c-KIT-APCeFluor780 (2B8, eBioscience), 500 ng/mL anti-CD41-PE (MWReg20, BD) and 250 ng/mL
anti-Ter119-PE-Cy7 (TER-119, eBioscience) antibodies and analyzed using a BD Fortessa and
BD FACSDiva software or FlowJo 10 (tree star).
Translation activity assay. Translational activity was measured using Click-iT™ Cell
Reaction Buffer Kit (Thermo Fisher) according to manual. Briefly, HSC were cultured in
medium supplemented with LysoBriteGreen (AAT Bioquest, Cat No 22643), anti-CD71-PE
and imaged continuously on 10 µg/mL anti-CD43 coated IBIDIVI 0.4 channel slide (Ibidi). After
time-lapse imaging 44 h of in vitro culture medium was exchanged and cells were incubated
for 1 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in medium supplemented with 50 µM O-propargyl-Puromycin
(Jena Bioscience). Afterwards cells were fixated with 4% para-formaldehyde, permeabilized,
blocked and cross-linked for 30min using the Click-iT reaction buffers and 250 nM AlexaFluor38

647-azide (Thermo Fisher). Images were acquired as described above and concatenated as last
time point to previously acquired time-lapse video. During analysis HSC daughter time series
were binned according to their time since division.
Paired Daughter Cell assay. HSCs were continuously imaged in stroma free haematopoietic
cell culture conditions and live-stained with a 1:105 dilution of LysoBriteNIR (AAT Bioquest,
Cat No 22461). After 40-44 h of time-lapse culture daughter cells of HSCs that had only divided
once were separated into 96-well round bottom plates (CELLSTAR® 96W Microplate)
containing 100 µL of liquid culture colony assay medium as described above. HSC daughter
cells were cultured for 12 days at 37 °C and 5% CO2, stained with Live/Dead 7AAD (125
ng/mL), anti-Gr1-PE-Cy7 (Ly6G, 500 ng/mL), anti-CD16/32-PerCP-Cy5.5 (93, 500 ng/mL, all
BioLegend), anti-CD11b-eFluor450 (M1/70, 500 ng/mL), anti-CD71-FITC (RI7 691 217.1.4,
1.25 µg/mL), anti-c-KIT-APC-eFluor780 (2B8, 500 ng/mL), anti-CD41-APC (MWReg20, 500
ng/mL) and anti-Ter119-PE (TER-119, 250 ng/mL, all eBioscience) antibodies and analyzed
using a BD Fortessa and BD FACSDiva software or FlowJo 10 (tree star). LysoBrite HSC
daughter cells of >1.5 and <1.1 fold were considered as asymmetric and symmetric inheritance,
respectively
Statistical analyses. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The
experiments were not randomized and the investigators were not blinded to allocation during
experiments and outcome assessment. Unless otherwise stated, all experiments were repeated
as independent replicates ≥3x times. All statistical test used were two-sided. Unless stated
differently data was analyzed using two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test. Mean ± standard error of
the mean (SEM) are displayed using GraphPad Prism 8, R (3.41) and Matlab 2017a
(Mathworks). Box-plot elements are defined as: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower
quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier. Significance levels: *: p < 0.05, **:
p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.
Data Availability. Source data for all figure are provided with the paper. The datasets generated
during and/or analysed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on
reasonable request.
Code availability. Software used for data acquisition of immunostainings and time-lapse
imaging is commercially available (NIS-Elements 4.3.1) or published and open sourced
(YouScope v.2.1; http://langmo.github.io/youscope/). Software for single cell tracking and
fluorescence quantification used in this study is published and open sourced
(https://doi.org/10.1038/nbt.3626). Software used for image Segmentation is published and
open
sourced
(https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/33/13/2020/3045025).
Software used for dimensionality reduction using Uniform Manifold Approximation and
Projection (UMAP) is published and open sourced (https://github.com/lmcinnes/umap.git).
Software used for time series clustering was inspired by (https://github.com/dmattek/shinytimecourse-inspector). All code is available from the corresponding author on reasonable
request.
Supplementary Information is linked to the online version of the paper at
www.nature.com/nature.
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CHAPTER 3 – Blood stem cell tracking with paired sister
sequencing is required to detect earliest transcriptome
divergence
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Abstract
Molecular programs initiating cell fate divergence (CFD) are difficult to identify. Current
approaches usually compare cells long after CFD initiation, therefore missing molecular
changes at its start. Ideally, single diverging yet otherwise identical cells are compared early
during CFD. This is possible in diverging sister cells, which were identical until their mother’s
division and differ mainly in CFD properties. The required immediate CFD detection is usually
hampered by delayed CFD marker expression, but is ideal in asymmetrically dividing cells,
where future daughter CFD is prospectively committed during division. Using asymmetrically
dividing blood stem cells, we developed a pipeline (trackSeq) for live cell tracking, known
daughter cell isolation and single-cell transcriptome sequencing. Maintained identity, kinship
and history of sequenced cells massively improves noise filtering and relevant molecular
candidate identification. In addition to many identified blood stem CFD regulators, we here
provide this pipeline for use in other CFDs.

Introduction
Molecular fate decision regulators are typically identified by comparing cells of a specific type
or state. However, the resulting candidate lists are typically plagued by false candidates90.
Single cell RNA sequencing (scSeq) reveals heterogeneity between individual cells, and this
variation is used to infer relevance of molecular candidates91,92. However, a gene's expression
variance often stems from confounding factors other than CFD, such as 1) cell cycle state, or
2) differences in cellular history including clonal origin93, (“cross-clonal differences”) (Fig. 1a).
Compared cells are 3) usually non-synchronized along the CFD trajectory, and usually 4)
compared long before or after the fate decision event, thus capturing only secondary or tertiary
CFD consequences, but not its initial regulators.
In an ideal experiment to capture CFD regulators, otherwise identical cells only differing in
CFD are compared at its start. Comparing paired sister cells is an ideal solution. They do not
show any cross-clonal differences, are well synchronized with identical time since birth by
division and typically experience same micro-environments. Molecular differences between
CFD sister cells should thus be enriched for regulators of CFD which began in only the few
hours after the mother's mitosis (“intra-clonal differences” Fig. 1a)18.
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However, current scSeq protocols lose cell kinship and/or history information21,43,94,95.
Comparison of one haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) daughter to the future colony output of its
sister identified reporters for clonal differentiation bias, but without information on their
potential relevance as CFD regulators43. Real-time identification of sisters at the start of CFD
is crucial for identification of its regulators, but usually hampered by delays between fate
decision making and expression of fate markers41. This can be overcome by analysing
asymmetrically dividing cells, where the future asymmetric daughter fates are prospectively
committed already during the mother’s division. Mouse HSCs use asymmetric cell division
(ACD) to assign diverging future fates between daughter cells20. Asymmetric inheritance of
e.g. lysosomes predicts e.g. their future asymmetric metabolic activation and translational
activity. Therefore, comparing HSC daughter pairs soon after ACD allows detection of the
earliest transcriptome changes in HSC CFD.
Here, we develop trackSeq, combining the individual strengths of quantitative time-lapse
imaging and cell tracking12,19,48,72 with scSeq. trackSeq performs automated real-time
segmentation, quantification, tracking and event detection of single cells for supervised robotic
picking and scSeq, preserving cellular identity and their real-time history up to picking (Fig.
1b). This now enables direct links of cell dynamics and kinship with scSeq transcriptomes. We
used trackSeq to identify the earliest subtle transcriptome changes at the very start of CFD in
asymmetrically dividing HSCs.

Results
Integrating time-lapse imaging and scSeq
We developed a pipeline (trackSeq) for automated image acquisition and analysis, cell tracking
and event detection, followed by supervised micromanipulator isolation of known cells and
their scSeq (Fig. 1b). Different from current scSeq approaches, trackSeq maintains the identity
of tracked and sequenced cells, thus combining high-dimensional transcriptomics with the
cells’ ancestry and kinship, time since division, and dynamics of e.g. morphology and any other
parameter quantified during cell tracking. We applied it to paired HSC daughters, and detected
7,060 genes (log2(counts per million+1)>2) per cell on average with a single scSeq run (Fig.
1b, Supplementary Fig. 1) - as many or more than previous HSC sequencing approaches29,96,
demonstrating high quality of the resulting transcriptomes. 474 of 642 HSCs daughters passed
QC, capturing 203 sister pairs, with 15,907 overall detected genes. These transcriptomes
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mapped very well to published transcriptomes of freshly isolated HSCs29, confirming lack of
bias of our approach and that the culture period had little impact on gene expression (Fig. 1c).

Fig. 1: Integrating scSeq with quantitative time-lapse imaging to reveal relevant intra-clonal
differences. a, Transcriptional differences between paired daughter cells (intra-clonal differences) are
overlaid by cell cycle and cross-clonal differences. b, trackSeq workflow and performance. c, Culture
has little impact on HSC transcriptomes: Isolated HSC daughters in G1 map closely to LT-HSCs29. d,
Examples of cell properties linked to HSC daughter scSeq profiles (right).

trackSeq improves candidate detection
trackSeq transcriptome comparison of asymmetric sisters should allow improved identification
of small but relevant differences. Relevant candidates are currently identified by high ratios of
their biological to technical variance34,97 (Fig. 2a, b). However, this ranking (“No stratification”)
does not control for cell cycle (CC), cross-clonal or intra-clonal differences (Fig. 2b right).
trackSeq can remove these non-relevant differences to reveal otherwise obscured relevant genes
(Fig. 2c).
We first controlled for CC differences, a major confounder in scSeq analysis98, using trackSeq’s
real-time information on time since division, which overall correlated well with inferred CC
phases (Fig 2d), but also identified some discrepancies late after division. Combining trackSeq
information on time since division with transcriptional CC inference can be used to identify
cells with different CC speeds. “Time since division stratification” minimized CC effects (Fig.
2d), but still highly overlapped with the “No stratification” gene set (211 of 500 genes, P =
8.27x10-196, Hypergeometric test, Fig. 2g).
After CC correction, we used trackSeq kinship information to quantify the relevance of crossclonal differences. As illustrated by example genes with high (Ccna2), middle (Htt) and low
(S100a4) ranking biological variance, this variance correlated with cross-clonal expression
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differences (Supplementary Fig. 2). To remove this confounding cross-clonal bias we designed
a novel way (“Kinship stratification”, see Methods) to identify whether a gene’s sister
expression difference is random or biological (Fig 2e, Supplementary Fig. 2). As an example,
the ranking of Htt much increased after controlling for cross-clonal variance, suggesting its
sister expression difference to be biologically regulated (Supplementary Fig. 2).
80% of sister cells were in the same CC phase at time of isolation. We next investigated how
HSC daughter differences (Supplementary Fig. 3) change with increasing cell lifetime.
Surprisingly, differences did not continuously increase with time since division, but were
biggest transiently soon after division (Supplementary Fig. 3). This demonstrates the fast
activation of CFD programs immediately after division. Pseudo-temporal ordering
(Supplementary Fig. 3) showed that these early differences between sisters correlated with
differences in stem cell potential99 but not CC progression (Supplementary Fig. 3),
demonstrating that CC does not impede intra-clonal gene expression analysis.
While Kinship stratification improves identification of low variance candidate genes by
revealing intra-clonal expression changes43,94,95, it lacks their correlation with future cell fates,
and thus functional relevance. In addition, without prospective fate information, sister gene
expression differences have no directionality, prohibiting the identification of subtle yet
coordinated CFD transcriptional changes (Fig. 2f). In ACD, asymmetric inheritance, e.g. of
lysosomes in HSCs20, predicts the future direction of daughter CFD, e.g. increased metabolism
and translational activity in the daughter cells inheriting fewer lysosomes20. This enables the
correlation of current sister transcriptome differences with their future fates. “Inheritance
direction” stratification assigns directionality of gene expression and CFD, improving
identification of subtle yet coordinated transcriptome differences (Fig. 2f, Supplementary Fig.
2). Importantly, kinship information is required for this comparison, and absolute lysosome
levels in a population alone are not sufficient since sisters inheriting fewer lysosomes
(LysoLow) of one sister pair can have higher lysosome levels than the LysoHigh sisters of other
sister pairs (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Of the 500 trackSeq candidates identified by this optimized “Inheritance direction”
stratification, 446 (89%) indeed remained undetected in all other strategies (Fig. 2g,
Supplementary Fig. 2). Integrating cellular history information with scSeq data thus identifies
genes that would otherwise be missed due to their lower expression or more subtle expression
regulation.
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Fig. 2: trackSeq improves CFD gene detection by removing typical scSeq confounders. a, HSC gene
expression landscape (density). Log2(counts+1) used throughout study. b, “No stratification” ranking
(left) prioritizes genes with high cross-population variance34. Top 500 candidate genes (blue) and
boundary of detection (dashed line, used throughout figure). c, Correcting scSeq analysis for different
confounders. d, “Time since division stratification” does not remove high variance bias. e, “Kinship
stratification” identifies candidates with reduced variance (blue). f, Relative lysosome inheritance
between sisters enables extraction of subtle but directed differences (right) from noise (left). Top 250
LysoHigh and LysoLow genes (blue) have lower expression and variance (black box). g, Kinship plus
inheritance information is required for scSeq analysis of HSC CFD.

Validating identified candidate genes
trackSeq identifies transcriptome differences at the very start of HSC CFD with much improved
sensitivity. The treasure trove of candidate genes is now available to the community in Data
S4. While a comprehensive analysis of each candidate is not possible here, we confirmed the
plausibility and relevance of the identified programs.
The programs’ organization was queried by the STRING database100 for known protein-protein
interactions between identified candidates (Fig. 3a). A possible coordination into functional
modules is indicated by the number of interactions over that of random genes. LysoHigh genes
contain 290 interactions, much more than random genes (Fig. 3b), indicating their cooperation.
In contrast, LysoLow genes are mostly weakly expressed, less varied (Supplementary Fig. 4),
and are not enriched for interactions.
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Fig. 3: Categorization of identified CFD programs. a, trackSeq detects functionally cooperating genes.
STRING database queried for known protein-protein interactions of trackSeq candidates. b, LysoHigh
genes contain significantly more than random interactions. P-values from null distribution. c, trackSeq
candidates form network of 65 LysoLow (white) and 152 LysoHigh (black) genes (of top 500 candidates,
respectively). d, Functional enrichments in LysoHigh and LysoLow sisters. FDR: False discovery rate
of process enrichment within network. e, Functional predictions from network: HSC daughters modulate
cell differentiation, protein catabolism and signalling. LysoHigh network components suggest faster CC
transition than in LysoLow sisters. FDRs in brackets.

Most candidate interactions originate from a single network (Fig. 3c, Supplementary Fig. 4),
enriched for “Protein ubiquitination” and “Signal transduction” (Fig. 3d, e), e.g. for Ras-, Wntor Vegf signalling (Supplementary Fig. 4). In these pathways, LysoHigh and LysoLow genes
contribute equally, suggesting that both daughters differentially modulate their protein
catabolism and signalling. Of “Protein ubiquitination” candidates, e.g. interaction of the
LysoHigh candidates Fbxo15 and Kifbp suppresses metabolic activation by degrading
mitochondria101, in line with asymmetric inheritance of mitophagosomes in HSC ACD20.
LysoHigh candidate Hells accelerates CC by silencing tumour suppressor genes and supporting
glycolysis102. Mitochondrial clearance and glycolysis are essential HSC properties. LysoHigh
candidates include ubiquitin ligases like Uhrf1 (involved in HSC self-renewal103), and Traf3,
Cd14, and Btrc (degrading IκBα104), all activators of both NF-κB signalling axes, which is
essential for HSC survival105. Topa2, Rrm2, Dut, Hells, Uhrf1 (LysoHigh) and Tgm2
(LysoLow) are regulators of early haematopoiesis106. LysoLow genes include Pak3 (mediates
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Rac1 influence on cytoskeleton, crucial for HSC migration107) and Rhoj (expressed in HSCs29,
and regulating cell motility and adhesion). This suggests a changed cytoskeletal organization,
cell adhesion and motility between LysoLow and LysoHigh sisters.
“DNA metabolic process”, “DNA repair”, “DNA replication” (Fig. 3e) and “Cell cycle”
(Supplementary Fig. 4) show reduced expression in LysoLow daughter cells, suggesting slower
CC progression in LysoLow sisters. To experimentally confirm this prediction, we imaged
HSCs expressing PCNAVENUS, whose location reports G1/S and S/G2M CC phase
transitions, thus enabling CC phase length quantification (Fig 4c, d). Upon symmetric lysosome
inheritance, no difference between sister CC lengths could be detected (mean±sd 17.9±5.4
hours) (Fig. 4e, f, left). In contrast, CC is indeed longer in LysoLow HSC ACD daughters (mean
difference 2.3 hours; 19.9±7.0 vs 17.7±6.8 hours, mean±s.d.). This also demonstrates that CC
is elongated in LysoLow daughters, due to G1 and to a lesser extend S phase elongation (Fig.
4e, f, right).
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Fig. 4: Validation of predicted CC progression differences. a, Experimental workflow. b, PCNAVENUS
nuclear patterns identify CC phase transitions. Scale bar: 5 µm. c, Correlation of CC phase durations
and lysosomal inheritance between paired HSC daughters. d, G1 symmetry (indicated by red line) of
152 symmetric (lysosome ratio ≤ 1.3x) and 96 ACD (lysosome ratio ≥ 1.6x) HSC daughter pairs. Sorted
by LysoHigh G1 length (5 technical replicates).. e, ACD correlates with CC elongation in LysoLow
daughter due to G1 and to lesser extend S phase expansion. P-values from Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank tests. Error bars: Tukey. f, Relative CC phase duration expansions between paired daughter
cells (% relative to longer sister).

Discussion
We introduce trackSeq, a novel approach for combining scSeq data with single cell kinship and
dynamics history from time-lapse imaging, and demonstrate its superior sensitivity for CFD
regulator identification. Literature-based and experimental validation of identified candidates
confirm both, the improved sensitivity of trackSeq for detecting small but relevant
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transcriptome differences, and the functional relevance of the provided long list of novel
candidates for molecular regulation of the earliest HSC fate decisions.
Real time data provided by trackSeq confirmed the validity of transcriptome-based interference
of CC states and of sister comparisons for reducing cross-clonal noise18,20,41,43,49,108. The
sensitivity of that approach is now much further improved by trackSeq, as demonstrated in
asymmetrically dividing HSCs where candidates with much lower expression and variance
could be identified. These would have been missed even by sister analyses without information
of individual cells’ future fates, as reflected by the minimal overlap between trackSeq and
kinship only stratification here (Fig. 2g), and a previous study using kinship only95. trackSeq’s
comprehensive information on cells’ kinship and dynamics history identifies otherwise
obscured candidates, which explain previous experimental findings like the differential
oxidative phosphorylation between ACD HSC daughters20 and even identify novel sister fate
differences like CC phase lengths. This validates the relevance of the identified gene candidates
provided here as highly promising CFD regulators for future functional validation.
LysoLow daughters undergo changes indicating the activation of HSCs, including translational
and OxPhos activation20, and express candidates modulating adhesion and motility. The “DNA
repair” process enriched in LysoHigh daughters in combination with their shorter lifetime and
previously reported metabolic quiescence20 suggests their programmatic focus on genome
integrity. Signalling activity is likely to be regulated as one of the first steps in asymmetric fate
diversification. Indeed, lysosomes serve as central signal nodes109, in line with the trackSeqidentified increased “Signal transduction” candidates.
LysoHigh ubiquitination candidates Dtl110 and Fbxo5111 promote CC progression, whereas
LysoLow ubiquitin ligase Fbxl12 causes G1 arrest112. Other LysoLow ubiquitination candidates
indicate proteasomal regulation: Hecw2 causes degradation of chromatin regulator Hp1113,
Mylip degrades low density lipoprotein receptors114 and Trim11 activates EGFR signalling and
migration.
The longer CC of LysoLow sisters initially was surprising due to their higher metabolic
activation20. However, lysosome abundance and CC length is indeed linked in yeast where
lysosomes are required for G1/S phase progression115. In neuronal progenitors, an extended G1
phase seems required for differentiation116. It is interesting to speculate that the extended
LysoLow G1 phase contributes to CFD induction, e.g. by extending the time a cell is receptive
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for signalling inputs or can accumulate CFD regulatory proteins. Indeed, G1 expansion causes
lineage output imbalances of human HSC117, and ACD increases the lineage output
heterogeneity of mouse HSCs 20.
trackSeq identified many potential regulators of early CFD after HSC ACD with much
improved sensitivity. While we used the ideal situation of ACD here to establish trackSeq, it
can now be used also by using other fate reporters, e.g. for signalling or transcription factor
dynamics18,19 upon their change between closely related sister or cousin cells, and not only in
haematopoietic but also in other tissues.
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Methods
Ethical statement
Experiments using murine bone marrow cells were approved by the animal ethics committee
Basel-Stadt (approval number 2655) and were done in agreement with Swiss federal law and
institutional guidelines of ETH Zurich. The general well-being of the mice was regularly
monitored by animal facility caretakers by visual inspections. Mice were euthanized if
symptoms of pain and/or distress were observed.

Hematopoietic stem cell isolation
Femurs, tibiae, coxae, humeri, ulnae and vertebrae were isolated from male 12 to 19 week old
mice, crushed in PBS (2% FCS, 2 mM EDTA) and then filtered through a 100-μm nylon mesh,
while on ice. Erythrocytes were lysed for 3 min at room temperature in ACK lysing buffer
(Lonza), stained with biotinylated lineage antibodies against CD3ε (145-2C11), CD19
(eBio1D3), TER-119 (TER-119), B220 (RA3-6B2), Ly-6G (RB6-8C5) and CD11b (M1/70) to
be depleted with streptavidin-conjugated magnetic beads (Roti-MagBeads, Roche).
Subsequently, cells were stained for fluorescence-activated cell sorting with anti-CD34eFluor450 (RAM34), SCA1–PerCP–Cy5.5 (D7), KIT–PE–Cy7 (2B8), streptavidin–
APCeFluor780, CD48–APC (all eBioscience) or CD48–FITC (HM48-1; Biolegend), CD135–
PE–CF594 (A2F10.1; BD) and CD150–BV650 (TC15-12F12.2; Biolegend) for 90 min on ice.
Sorting took place with a BD FACS Aria III using a 70-μm nozzle, single-cell purity mode and
sorting purities ≥ 98%. Sorting scheme in Supplementary Fig. 1.

Mice
Experiments were conducted with 12–19 week old, male C57BL/6JRj (Janvier Labs) that
acclimatized for at least 1 week before an experiment. Mice were housed in improved hygienic
conditions in individually ventilated cages with 2–5 mice per cage, supplied with environmental
enrichment. The housing facility had an inverse 12 h day–night cycle with controlled
temperature (21 ± 2 °C) and humidity (55 ± 10%). Animals had ad libitum access to standard
diet and drinking water at all times. The general well-being of the mice was routinely monitored
by animal facility caretakers by daily visual inspections. Mice were euthanized if symptoms of
pain and/or distress were observed.

Hematopoietic stem cell time-lapse cultures
We performed time-lapse acquisition with the YouScope acquisition software
(http://langmo.github.io/youscope/). Cells were cultured at 37 °C, 5% O2, 5% CO2 in
SensoPlate 24 Well Glass bottom plates (Greiner Bio-One) for trackSeq experiments, and
otherwise in μ-slide VI0,4 channel slides (IBIDI), coated with 2.5 and 10 μg/mL anti-CD43–
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biotin72. Culture took place in in phenol-red-free IMDM supplemented with 20% BIT (Stemcell
Technologies), 100 ng/mL murine SCF, 100 ng/mL murine TPO (PreproTech), 2 mM Lglutamine, 50 μM 2-mercaptoethanol, 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 μg/mL streptomycin (all
Gibco) and 16.6 μM LysoBrite-NIR (22641, AAT Bioquest). We used Nikon-Ti Eclipse
microscopes with linear-encoded motorized stages, Orca Flash 4.0 V2 (Hamamatsu) cameras,
and Spectra X fluorescent light sources (Lumencor). We used collimated white light emitted by
the Spectra X via a custom-made motorized mirror controlled by an Arduino UNO Rev3
(Arduino) as transmitted light for bright-field illumination. For fluorescent imaging, we used
the following filter cubes: YFP (500/20; 515LP; 535/30) and Cy5 (620/60; 660LP; 700/75; all
AHF) to detect VENUS and LysobriteNIR, respectively. Imaging intervals for PCNAVENUS
experiments were 20 minutes. Images were acquired using 20× CFI Plan Apochromat λ
objective (NA 0.75) and 40× CFI Plan Apo λ (NA 0.95). For trackSeq experiments, the imaging
intervals were 30 minutes and images were acquired with 10× CFI Plan Apochromat λ (NA
0.45) and 40× CFI Plan Apo λ (NA 0.95) objectives. Single-cell tracking and image
quantification for PCNAVENUS time-lapse experiments was performed as previously
described18,19,49, trackSeq experiments were analysed and tracked by our self-written Online
movie analysis software.

Online movie analysis (OMA)
The OnlineMovieAnalysis.m script, attached as MATLAB code to this paper, was used to
automatically quantify and track incoming imaging data, acquired with YouScope. For proper
execution, it is crucial to acquire two bright-field (BF) images of the same cells with slightly
different focus. The two images, namely BF1 and BF2, are set correctly by first perfectly
focusing on the cells, i.e. find the focal plane (FP), such that cell bodies become transient. Then,
with a 10x objective, set BF1 z-coordinates 3 μm above and for BF2 3 μm below that FP. Cells
in BF1 thus have high intensities within their cell mass and are surrounded by lower intensities,
whereas in BF2, the opposite is the case. Using an AND logic gate for each pixel across these
two BF images, makes segmentation very reliable and fast. Segmented pictures are then
submitted to quantification, local background correction and tracking within the
OnlineMovieAnalysis.m script.

Single cell isolation
Time-lapse experiments were constantly under observation using the OnlineMovieAnalysis.m
script, which reported every HSC in its 2-cell state with quantified lysosomal inheritance
(lysosome ratio). After a total of 40 hours in culture (20 hours of which in time-lapse), cells
were washed three times with 1 mL PBS per well, and placed on ice to be transferred to the
picker. The washing step is crucial, since the cultivation media impedes cDNA production.
Coordinates of detected cells were gathered from OMA and picked with the CellCelector from
ALS Jena. Isolated cells were directly transferred into individual wells of cooled 96 well PCR
plates (Eppendorf, twin.tec), containing 2.3 μL lysis buffer (DEPC-treated H2O; Ambion with
1 U/μL SUPERase-In RNase inhibitor; Promega and 0.2% Triton-X100; Sigma-Aldrich/Merck
Kgaa). Isolation times for every cell were recorded and added to time since division. After
picking, plates were kept at –80 °C until collective processing for transcriptome scSeq.
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Single cell RNA sequencing (scSeq)
After single cell isolation by picking, we performed scSeq in an adaption from previously
described protocols118. In brief, for cDNA library production, we first thawed and centrifuged
the PCR plates with the previously isolated HSCs. Then, we added 2 µL of annealing mix
(dH2O; Invitrogen with 1:3,000,000 dilution of ERCC spike-ins; Thermo Scientific, 1 µM
Oligo-dT; Sigma-Aldrich/Merck Kgaa and 5 mM dNTP; Takara) to each well, centrifuged the
plates again for liquid collection and incubated for 72oC for 3 minutes. Hereafter, plates were
put on ice immediately.
For reverse transcription, we added 5.7 µL of reverse transcription mix (dH2O; Invitrogen with
3.51 U/µL Maxima H Minus; Thermo Scientific, 0.88 U/µL RNase inhibitor; Takara, 1:2.85
dilution of 5x Maxima RT buffer; Thermo Scientific, 3.51 µM TSO; Sigma-Aldrich/Merck
Kgaa and 13.16% v/v PEG 8000; Sigma-Aldrich/Merck Kgaa) to each well and after a quick
centrifugation step for volume collection, we incubated the plates for 90 minutes at 42oC and
another 15 minutes at 70oC to complete reverse transcription.
After another centrifugation step, we added 40 µL pre-amplification mix (dH2O; Invitrogen
with 0.03 U/µL Terra PCR Direct Polymerase; Takara and 0.25 µM ISPCR primer; SigmaAldrich/Merck Kgaa) to each well, to complete the production of cDNA libraries. Again,
volumes were collected by a quick spin down. For the pre-amplification PCR, plates were first
incubated at 98oC for 3 minutes, followed by 19 cycles of 98oC incubation for 15 seconds, 60oC
for 30 seconds and 68oC for 4 minutes. Pre-amplification was concluded by a final incubation
at 72oC for 10 minutes. Afterwards samples were spun down for volume collection.
For PCR clean-up we used a 0.6:1 of Ampure XP magnetic beads to sample ratio. Ampure
beads were at least 15 minutes equilibrated at room temperature. After mixing with the Ampure
beads and incubation at room temperature for eight minutes, samples were washed three times
with 80% freshly prepared ethanol solution on a magnetic stand, and then tried on air for 5
minutes. We eluted cDNA libraries with 26 µL of elution buffer (Quiagen). After quality
control of size distribution with a fragment analyser (Agilent) and cDNA quantification, we
used 150 pg cDNA of each well for library preparation.
The final cDNA library preparation for sequencing was done using the Nextera XT DNA
sample preparation kit 96 samples (Illumina). Single cell libraries were tagged using the
Nextera XT 96-Index kit, 384 samples (Illumina) and sequenced with the NextSeq500 from
Illumina.

Primary analysis of scSeq data
Reads were aligned with STAR119 to the M 21 release mouse genome
(ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/gencode/Gencode_mouse/release_M21). Samtools120 was
used to create sorted .bam files to extract counts with featureCounts121 and .loom files with
RNAvelocity91. Parsed count data was analysed in the R programming environment
(https://www.r-project.org), while lower dimensionality UMap representation and
pseudotemporal ordering was done using .loom files with the Python package scVelo122.
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The quality control and normalization of primary scSeq count data was executed with R. Gene
names were mapped from ensemble identifiers to symbols using the biomart library123. Quality
control was performed with the R package SingleCellExperiments and the function
perCellQCMetrics from the scater124 package. In addition to pass quality control, we required
cells to have at least 100,000 reads mapped to nuclear genes, no more than 20% mitochondrial
reads detected, below 50% of all reads mapped to External RNA Controls Consortium (ERCC)
spike-ins and at least 3000 nuclear genes detected. We normalized for cell-specific count biases
using ERCC spike-ins with the scran97 library function computeSpikeFactors, followed by log
count normalization with the scater function logNormCounts.

No stratification gene ranking
After computeSpikeFactors and logNormCounts normalization, we used the modelGeneVar
function in the R library scran to model the technical and biological variance component of
each gene, per sequencing batch. Then, for both components, we calculated the weighted mean
for each gene. Finally, we computed the ratio of biological versus technical component and
ranked all genes in decreasing order, such that the top number of biologically variant genes
could be extracted from this ranking.

Time since division gene ranking
We performed the No stratification gene ranking on a subgroup of cells with a time since
division of ≤ 5h.

Kinship stratification gene ranking
The Kinship stratification gene ranking describes whether a gene’s expression differences
between paired daughter cells is random or biological in nature. To that end, we compare the
distribution of expression differences between paired daughter cells to a stochastic distribution
of differences for the given gene. The less similar these two distributions of differences are,
judged by a t-test, the more biological is the gene’s actual expression difference between
daughter cells. The stochastic distribution of counts is created with the RedistributedCounts.R
script.
After quality control, we sum the raw counts X of a given gene i between both daughter cells,
namely S1j and S2j, of a given pair j:
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆1𝑗𝑗 + 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆2𝑗𝑗

Then we create random raw counts Yi,j for the same gene i by re-distributing the summed raw
counts Xi,j for the current pair j binomially with p = 0.5 between both daughters cells:
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆1𝑗𝑗 = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝑝𝑝 = 0.5 , 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 )
and
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𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆2𝑗𝑗 = 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆1𝑗𝑗

This is done for every gene in every daughter pair, followed by normalization with the functions
computeSpikeFactors and logNormCounts as described previously. We then calculated the
paired expression differences Real and Random for every gene with
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆1𝑗𝑗 − 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆2𝑗𝑗 )
and

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆1𝑗𝑗 − 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑆𝑆2𝑗𝑗 )

And perform a paired t-test between Reali and Randomi using the resulting t-statistic of gene i
for ranking.

trackSeq gene ranking
We paired HSC daughter cells by kinship and along their relative lysosomal inheritance: The
daughter cell, that had the lower LysoBriteNIR summed intensity at the first time point after
division, is named LysoLow while its corresponding sister is named LysoHigh, within that pair.
With this orientation we then performed a paired t-test on the log normalized counts of every
individual gene, comparing the gene expression of any given gene on a pair by pair basis. Per
gene, we obtain the t-statistic across all pairs, which is used to create a bi-polar ranking. If a
gene ranks towards the top of the list, its expression is more biased towards the LysoHigh
daughter cell while genes towards the bottom of the list are higher expressed in its
corresponding LysoLow sister cell.

Cell cycle inference
We used the R library Seurat125 to infer cell cycle (CC) progression and CC stages at the time
of isolation from single cell scSeq profiles after quality control and normalization. See the script
DealWithCellCycle_Seurat.R.

Cell mapping
We used the R library destiny126 to map our picked HSC daughter cells onto freshly isolated
bone marrow cells from http://blood.stemcells.cam.ac.uk/single_cell_atlas.html29.

Paired daughter difference
To quantify the transcriptional divergence between paired HSC daughter cells, we computed
their transcriptional correlation similarity across all detected genes using the simil function from
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of the R library proxy. We then converted the calculated similarity into the corresponding
difference by: dissimilarity = 1- similarity.

Inference of putative transcriptional stem cell potential
We used the method reported by Hamey et al.99 to infer putative transcriptional stem cell
potential from scSeq HSC daughter profiles.

Protein-protein network analysis
We used the R package STRINGdb to query the STRING database100 version 10 for proteinprotein interactions among candidate sets of Mus musculus genes with a conservative
score_threshold of 800. To test for enrichment of interactions among the trackSeq dataset, we
created a baseline null distribution of protein-protein interactions by querying 1000 candidate
sets of 500 randomly sampled (drawn without replacement) detected genes. This is the same
gene pool used by all our stratification schemes, described above, to rank genes. The retrieved
sets of randomly chosen genes were queried for their numbers of genes mapped to STRING
and found numbers of interactions. The distribution of interaction counts among a gene set of
500 randomly chosen genes is then used to judge the empirical likelihood to achieve the
observed number of interactions found in the trackSeq candidate set. For network visualization
and process enrichment analysis we used the Cytoscape version 3.7.2 StringApp plugin127.

Lentivirus production and transduction
To transduce cells with PCNAVENUS, we cloned PCNA and VENUS cDNAs into third
generation lentivirus128 for production in human 293T cells. Concentration was done by
ultracentrifugation at 68000 RCF and titrated with human 3T3 fibroblasts. The resulting virus
was stored at −80 °C for later transfections. HSCs were infected for 24h in 96 round-bottom
well plates (Corning) and IMDM media containing 20% BIT, 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 μM 2mercaptoethanol, 50 U/mL penicillin and streptomycin each, and 100 ng/mL murine TPO and
murine SCF each. The multiplicity of infection was 300.

Data availability
For the review process, all data necessary to reproduce the findings of this study are available
to reviewers under https://polybox.ethz.ch/index.php/s/9jCt8LZJxK1Ga4K (password:
trackSeq). Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1 contains published data from Nestorowa et al. 2016
http://blood.stemcells.cam.ac.uk/single_cell_atlas.html. Raw gene expression data will
uploaded to GEO (GSEXXXXXXX) before publication. Raw time-lapse data is available upon
reasonable request. Access to data is not restricted.
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Code availability
For the review process, code and data necessary to reproduce the findings of this study are
available to reviewers under https://polybox.ethz.ch/index.php/s/9jCt8LZJxK1Ga4K
(password: trackSeq). Before publication, analysis scripts will be uploaded to our group website
at xxxxxxxxx.
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DISCUSSION
Cell fate decisions are the foundation of proper tissue development, repair and homeostasis and
erroneous decision-making can cause severe disease129–131, which makes identifying its
molecular regulators central to biology and medicine. Current approaches use high-dimensional
assays, typically scRNA-Seq, to infer candidates from general cell-cell variability31. False
candidates plague the resulting candidate lists of these approaches because the measured
variance stems from heterogeneity unrelated to divergent cell fate decision-making. Previous
work recognized this issue and focused on comparing sister cells for studying CFD to remove
as much confounding heterogeneity as possible. However, studies either identified CFD a
posteriori - with the actual experiment already terminated - and lacked high-dimensional
endpoint assays18,19,41,43,49, or had no CFD identification43,94,95,132 or prospective fate
assignment94,95.
My PhD thesis aimed to overcome these limitations by performing high dimensional
comparisons of sister cells while they are undergoing CFD with known future fates. To that
end, I had to i) identify CFD sister cells in ongoing experiments, ii) isolate detected CFD sister
cells for endpoint analysis, here scRNA-Seq, without losing their identity, and iii) demonstrate
the improved candidate identification from transcriptome analysis.
The tools I developed and the biological findings obtained are discussed below in terms of CFD
regulator identification and their implications for future studies

Screening time-lapse experiments in real-time
For real-time CFD detection, I developed ALERT (Chapter 1) as an automated tracking and
image analysis tool that screens time-lapse experiments for user-defined cellular events in realtime. As soon as an event is detected, users are prompted to retrieve the CFD sister cells for
endpoint analysis so the decision-making molecules are still observed in action. The
development of ALERT was catalysed by a novel protocol, developed in our group to
immobilize normally non-adherent HSCs72. The reduced HSC motility facilitated automated
tracking, reduced imaging frequencies (so more positions, i. e. cells, could be screened in the
same time), and enabled their targeted single-cell isolation. Several automated time-lapse
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imaging analysis pipelines exist as reviewed by Emami et al.57, but ALERT is the first one
demonstrated to perform customizable real-time event detection on time-lapse imaging
experiments. ALERT’s current implementation is modular and thus easy to complement for
increased functionality. Recent advances in machine learning have not only boosted cell
identification from microscopy images16,60,61 but also enabled the label-free identification of
HSC fate decision events from brightfield time-lapse images long before fluorescent marker
expression62. We are already working on extending ALERT's toolbox to include deep learning
models for cell segmentation. This could allow the user to screen for more abstract cellular
behaviour than ALERT's current logic programming allows.
I designed ALERT's event reporting to facilitate single-cell transfer from time-lapse cultures to
assigned wells of a PCR or cell culture plate using a semi-automated cell picker59. After
recording time-lapse identifiers (experiment, position, colony, and track number) and depositwells of individually retrieved cells, it was trivial to link information about cellular history,
kinship, and molecular dynamics to endpoint data of all kinds. For example, instead of
observing HSC divisions and quantifying the lysosomal inheritance (Chapter 2 and 3), ALERT
could also inform about signalling events. We already used ALERT to study the transcriptional
implications of different single-cell p65 signalling responses in haematopoietic progenitor cells
(Tobias Kull thesis7 and Kull et al., submitted). Alternatively, ALERT can also identify
temporally defined windows of opportunity to study single-cell signalling or drug perturbations,
e.g. after division where one daughter cell constitutes the unperturbed control, while its sister
is stimulated. This could either occur by isolation of sister sells into individual wells similar to
Chapter 2, but also via opto-genetic133 tools we have in our lab (Arekatla et al., in preparation)
or temporally precise stimulations with signalling inputs (Kull et al., in preparation).

Targeted single-cell isolation
We demonstrated that asymmetric lysosomal inheritance in mouse HSCs predicts the future
asymmetric fates between HSC daughters including metabolic activation and translational
activity (Chapter 2, Loeffler et al. 2019134). Since lysosomal inheritance in HSCs identified
sister cells at the start of CFD, we used ALERT to screen for in-vitro HSC divisions with aand symmetric lysosomal inheritance. Once identified, cells were isolated for single-cell culture
(Chapter 220) and scRNA-Seq analysis (trackSeq, Chapter 3).
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Although ALERT detection is almost instantaneous (one time point delay), targeted isolation
is not for multiple reasons:
1.) Single-cell imaging and isolation are separate experimental set-ups, so culture plates
must be transferred from the microscope to the picker.
2.) The picker requires manual calibration of the culture and deposition plates.
3.) Although ALERT has full spatial information on cellular position in the microscope,
there is no automatic mapping between the microscope’s and the picker’s coordinate
systems. As a result, users must locate reported cell events by eye when picking, hence
the comprehensive reporting sheet and landmarks.
4.) Culture media quenches cDNA production necessary for scRNA-Seq (see Discussion
Figure 1), so cells have to be washed prior to isolation. This is possible and done due to
their immobilization72 but interrupts the cultivation of the entire experiment.

Discussion Figure 1 HSC cell culture media impedes cDNA productions. A An increasing number of
blood progenitor cells (KSL) were sorted into 2.3μL lysis buffer with 0.5 or 3μL (range of picker
aspiration volume) of either HSC culture media (see Methods, Chapter 3) or PBS buffer followed by
cDNA production (see Methods, Chapter 3). B cDNA library chromatogram of negative control, i.e. no
cell sorted shown. C Media impedes cDNA production, see blue rectangles indicating lack of cDNA in
chromatogram.
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Therefore, current experiments do not isolate detected events on-demand. Instead, ALERT
constantly reports cells currently fulfilling the event criteria. At an optimal time-point with the
maximal amount of events (pre-determined by pilot experiments), time-lapse cultures are
stopped and prepared for picking, i.e. washed for scRNA-Seq. Nonetheless, ALERT output is
invaluable for targeted and efficient single-cell picking.
To achieve full on-demand isolation, problem 1.) – 3.) can be addressed commercially because
there are pickers offered, which are mounted on time-lapse imaging setups but are also very
expensive. Alternatively, cell culture dishes could be divided into smaller, removable units, so
only fractions of an experiment are removed for isolation, while the rest of the experiment keeps
being screened. However, solving 4.) would require more sophisticated engineering. Since
cDNA generation is inhibited by the cell culture media, one could try capturing the single-cell
mRNA with beads during lysis. The use of magnetic beads would allow washing prior to cDNA
production but could negatively affect transcript capturing efficiencies as observed for DropSeq experiments27,31.

Directed sister transcriptome comparisons
Candidate identification ranks genes by some measurement of importance so the top scorers
can be selected for further experimentation. To improve candidate identification, I used ALERT
and the picked single-cell transcriptomes to create the trackSeq pipeline (Chapter 3). trackSeq
analysis focuses on sister cells undergoing CFD and uses the prospectively known fates of CFD
sister cells (here marked by the asymmetric inheritance of the lysosome in HSCs) to create an
oriented, pairwise testing regime for candidate identification from sister-cell gene expression
differences. This much increases sensitivity for detecting differentially expressed genes with
small differences per sister pair.
Of the top 500 trackSeq candidates only 46 were found in candidate sets derived with the
methods currently used for transcriptome analyses in the field. This demonstrates that
incorporating kinship plus single-cell dynamics (i.e. inheritance) for scRNA-Seq analysis
reveals a so far ignored transcriptional layer. To check whether trackSeq actually produced
functional candidates, we performed computational and experimental validation. Mapping
trackSeq candidates to the STRING database100 revealed functionally connected gene networks
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that correlated with lysosomal ACD. One of them was DNA-repair and -replication,
preferentially expressed by daughter cells receiving more lysosomes (LysoHigh cells), which
predicted faster G1 to S phase transition kinetics in LysoHigh daughters compared to their sister
cells inheriting less lysosome (LysoLow). Using fluorescent cell cycle reporters, we then
observed that it was actually the LysoLow sisters expanding their G1 phase. That validated our
prediction and demonstrated that trackSeq, through its oriented, pairwise testing regime, can
indeed identify functional gene sets from sister-cell gene expression differences, which other
methods would ignore.
trackSeq’s performance edge is rooted in its underlying concept, which is analogous to clinical
twin studies. Twin studies exploit the identical genetic background and almost identical nurture
between monozygotic twins to infer the effect of a disparate perturbation or observation, such
as adult lifestyle, drug consumption, or workload. Similarly, trackSeq compares sister cells of
an identical mother, with identical time since birth by division and sitting in the same
microenvironments. For that reason, trackSeq’s strength is not limited to HSC studies but can
be used for many more types of single-cell behaviour like single-cell signalling21 or
transcription factor dynamics18,19 in different organisms and cell types. Since dynamic
phenomena can only be detected through time-lapse imaging, have functional implications, and
can be different between sister cells, they should be studied using trackSeq as well.
As an example, our group recently generated a novel GATA2 fluorescent reporter mouse135. In
his doctoral work, Nouraiz Ahmed correlated GATA2 upregulation in haematopoietic MPP2
cells79 with megakaryocyte/erythroid and mast cell differentiation, whereas lack of GATA2
upregulation was associated with monocyte/neutrophil differentiation (Ahmed et al., in
preparation). The results are especially interesting because divergent GATA2 expression
between sister and cousin cells was observed as well. Hence, it would make sense to detect
divergent GATA2 upregulation between MPP2 offspring in-vitro, and then isolate the different
sub-clones for transcriptional analysis of the triggered differentiation pathways using trackSeq.

General implications from current trackSeq results
To compare trackSeq’s performance against current state-of-the-art candidate identification, we
created differently ranked gene lists by controlling for an increasing amount of confounding
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heterogeneity in the data and compare them by overlap and pattern of expression. A problem
we faced, was that although there have been studies trying to find transcriptional divergence
between sister cells43,94,95,132, none of them performed systematic candidate identification on
sister-cell gene expression differences.
Therefore, I had to design a second gene ranking approach that – unlike trackSeq – blinded fate
assignments for candidate identification and only used unidirectional (absolute) sister-cell
expression differences for candidate identification (“Kinship stratification”, Chapter 3). This
allowed us to compare candidate identification based on general cell-cell variability against
identification performance from sister-cell variability with (trackSeq) or without (Kinship
stratification) fate assignment information. We observed a drastic shift of expression patterns
towards less variable candidates when removing gene expression comparisons between
unrelated cells. This identified cross-clonal variability from general cell-cell comparisons as a
major confounder, which masks intra-clonal transcriptional differences from detection.
To the best of my knowledge, our Kinship stratification is the first systematic approach to
recover intra-clonal variability from transcriptional variance on a gene-by-gene basis. For this
purpose, kinship information provided by time-lapse imaging was ultimately required.
However, the field is currently pushing for large-scale implementation of clonal barcoding
strategies that cannot provide exact relationships but can at least provide clonal affiliations
between single-cell transcriptomes43,136,137. We should thus think about concepts that can be
translated from trackSeq or Kinship stratification to e.g. barcoded transcriptomics.
Given the above characterization of intra-clonal differences by correction for cross-clonal
variance, there are analogies to the deconvolution of technical from biological variability in
Brennecke's general transcriptional analysis. Brennecke and colleagues used external spike-ins
to measure the non-biological variation among transcriptomes and built a model that would
infer the technical component of every gene’s expression in every cell34. Today, however, the
use of spike-ins is in decline based on the assumption that non-biological variation can be
directly inferred from transcriptomes since most genes do not display biological variation138. It
would be a major advance if a similar approach could infer cross-clonal or intra-clonal variance
in the overall expression variance of a given gene from snapshot data alone, based either on
barcodes or ideally without additional information.
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To that end, trackSeq analysis provides two learnings that could be applied to snapshot scRNASeq populations:
1.) For each gene, trackSeq (or kinship stratification alone) provides a measured
distribution of paired sister differences. These distributions could be used to estimate
the probability of whether or not an observed cell-cell expression difference is due to
intra-clonal variance alone. If the vast majority of gene-gene comparisons for a given
cell-cell pairing fall within the known ranges of intra-clonal differences for that
particular cell type, it might be possible to derive a putative relatedness.
2.) trackSeq’s oriented pairwise sister test can identify molecular signatures associated with
the observation/perturbation of interest. If only the relatedness between scRNA-Seq
profiles is known, these opposing signatures can be used to assign putative orientation
post-hoc.
In summary, trackSeq could provide sufficient insights to derive generalizable concepts to
improve candidate identification from snapshot scRNA-Seq approaches.
trackSeq’s learnings might also be very powerful when analysing three-dimensional sections of
fixed tissue139 using imaging-based transcriptomic approaches140,141. Such tissue sections are
often very thick and it is close to impossible to trace cells continuously and thus very difficult
to study dynamic single-cell behaviour in-situ, let alone perform sister cell comparisons.
However, spatial proximity could be a good indicator of relationship. In combination with
learning 1.) researchers might be able to sketch clonal affiliation in-situ and in combination
with learning 2.) even assign CFD directionality e.g. by inferring which cell is likely activated
by lysosomal ACD. Taken together, trackSeq’s learning could aid the investigation of dynamic
behaviour in a genuine biological setting otherwise hidden from observation.

ACD and cell cycle
We were surprised by the G1 phase expansion of the LysoLow daughter cell, due to its
metabolically activated state20, but analogous behaviour is known from budding yeast115. The
implications of differential cell cycle kinetics in HSCs are still unclear and were recently studied
by Laurenti and colleagues. Their study on human HSCs used a CKD9 inhibitor to extend G1
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duration in-vitro, which caused an imbalanced lineage output117. We obtained matching results
from our mouse HSC ACD experiments, where i.) the HSC ACD daughters receiving less
lysosome also expand their G1 duration (Chapter 3) and ii.) we showed that ACD daughter
pairs are significantly more different in their in-vitro lineage output compared to symmetrically
divided HSC daughter pairs (Chapter 2). Our observations are thus in agreement with work by
others and point towards differentiation being affected by cycle kinetics even between closely
related sister cells. However, effects on lineage output were unspecific and it remains unclear
how G1 length extension after lysosomal ACD leads to imbalanced HSC differentiation.
The cell cycle expansion of the HSC daughter cell receiving less lysosome could be exploited
for intrinsic and extrinsic fate instruction.
1.) Regarding intrinsic fate determination, cell cycle expansion could lead to a longer
production time and thus accumulation of differentiation factors in the LysoLow
daughter cell before they are diluted by division. Similarly, its corresponding LysoHigh
sister cell could dilute a self-renewal factor more rapidly due to its faster cell cycle
progression.
2.) Considering extrinsic fate instructions, the expansion of the G1 phase could enlarge a
‘window of opportunity’. Within this window, a cell might be more responsive to
signalling inputs such that differentiation and/or self-renewal becomes a function of
dwell-time in a certain cell cycle phase.
3.) Lastly, the G1 expansion could indicate a mix of intrinsic and extrinsic factors used for
fate determination. Given that cell cycle phases correlates with cell motility142, an
expanded G1 phase could increase a cell’s total displacement and thus increase the
likelihood of niche exit leading to differentiation.
All of these considerations are highly speculative but could be tested experimentally, at least in
part, with the tools already available in our group. Experimental data testing the ‘window-ofopportunity’ idea are currently in preparation.

trackSeq and other endpoint assays
Besides nucleic acid based assays, proteomics should play a much bigger role in deciphering
the mechanisms behind cell fate decision-making. So far, high-dimensional protein
measurements like mass spectrometry are far from working at single-cell resolution143.
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However, boundaries have been pushed to characterizing protein species from less than 100
cancer cells simultaneously144. Zaro et al. performed proteomic and transcriptional bulk
characterization of the murine HSC and progenitor compartments. They found that the HSC
proteome is the least variable and most post-transcriptionally controlled compartment in mouse
haematopoiesis145. Future studies should therefore aim to cover these regulatory layers, so far
untouched by trackSeq. Using mass spectrometry146 or imaging-based approaches141 it is
already possible to measure several hundreds of mRNA and protein species within the same
single cell. In the future, these methods could be linked to time-lapse imaging to harness the
power of trackSeq as well.
trackSeq uses ALERT time-lapse information linked to single-cell transcriptome sequencing,
but studies are pointing towards epigenetics as a better measurement for stem cell
characteristics. It has long been shown that single HSC clones have pre-determined self-renewal
and lineage potential9, which Yu et al. 2016 demonstrated to be epigenetically encoded147. More
recent work then reported on differential chromatin opening between HSC daughter cells,
which however could not be attributed to specific fates42. One could now argue, that trackSeq
should integrate epigenetic and transcriptional profiling with time-lapse information. Since
trackSeq is agnostic towards the endpoint assay used after isolation, it is possible to use
protocols similar to work by Angermueller et al. 2016 who combined single-cell methylome
and mRNA sequencing148.
Given the high experimental effort, financial costs, and low throughput of these very recent or
yet to be developed approaches, it will be crucial to prospectively identify and isolate the
relevant individual cells at exactly the relevant times for molecular profiling. trackSeq’s
oriented, pairwise testing regime can be applied to any molecular assay as long as it provides
single-cell identities with their spatial position in culture, tissue, or e.g. wells of a PCR plate.
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CONCLUSION
During my PhD I developed the tools necessary to perform targeted molecular profiling of cell
fate divergence events between sister cells. ALERT can detect user-specified events in realtime and with trackSeq we demonstrated that integrating scRNA-Seq with time-lapse
information on kinship and single-cell dynamics reveals functionally valid candidates that
would be overlooked otherwise.
The herein presented techniques were established by studying the ideal situation of asymmetric
HSC division. However, I hope to shift the field’s focus away from general cell-cell
comparisons towards intra-clonal and ideally directed molecular comparisons. My work
demonstrated that the intra-clonal variation between sister cells contains relevant information
and is worth studying in the pursuit of identifying the molecules that drive divergent decisionmaking. The obtained results provide a new perspective on how HSCs regulate cell cycle
progression among their offspring and produce diversified lineage output.
The presented trackSeq pipeline introduces a novel oriented and high-dimensional paired
testing regime to single-cell research that improves candidate identification from molecular
comparisons. Its derived concepts can now be used for different fate reporters such as signalling
or transcription factor dynamics, in not only haematopoietic but also other tissues. The
incorporation of kinship information and dynamic quantifications in transcriptional analysis
allowed the first systematic investigation of paired sister expression differences that could help
future studies to infer clonal relationship and aid fate assignment from snapshot scRNA-Seq
profiles or in-situ imaging-based transcriptomic studies. Taken together, trackSeq’s learning
could aid the investigation of in-vitro studied dynamic behaviour in a genuine biological setting
that is otherwise hidden from observation.
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APPENDIX A – Methods of CHAPTER 1
Segmentation
ALERT segmentation requires two brightfield (BF) images with slightly different focus. The
two images, namely BF1 and BF2, are set correctly by first perfectly focusing on the cells, i.e.
finding the focal plane (FP), such that cell bodies become transient. Then, with a 10x objective,
set BF1 z-coordinates 3 μm above and for BF2 3 μm below that FP. Cells in BF1 thus have
high intensities within their cell mass and are surrounded by lower intensities, whereas in BF2,
the opposite is the case (Figure S 1). Using an AND logic gate for each pixel across these two
BF images segments the cell bodies. Masks are then submitted to quantification, local
background correction, and tracking.

Figure S 1 A ALERT segmentation uses two differently set brightfield images to identify
pixels of cell bodies. Focus of brightfield image acquisition must be set correctly for robust
and fast segmentation of HSCs in time-lapse culture.
Colony assignment algorithm
ALERT iterates through all identified colonies in TP (e.g. C1 - C3, Figure 10Figure S 2 A). For
a given colony, ALERT extracts the corresponding rows from TP-1 (if available) and TP. Then,
to find cells belonging to the current colony in TP+1 and TP+2, ALERT creates a new table called colony_df - by stacking quantifications of cells from TP-1 and TP on top of
quantifications in TP+1/+2. Next, ALERT constructs an object-object Euclidean distance
matrix using the X and Y centroid measurements from colony_df (Figure S 2 A). The resulting
distance matrix is a square with side lengths identical to the number of colony_df rows. This
allows ALERT to specifically query the distances between cells of the current colony in TP to
objects in TP+1/+2 (top, Figure S 2 B). This distance submatrix is then thresholded by d to find
rows, i.e. objects, in TP+1/+2 within range d of the current colony. Identified objects in
TP+1/+2 are then assigned the current colony number in the colony_df table (bottom, Figure S
2 B).
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Figure S 2 Colony assignment implementation. A In every position, ALERT iterates over all colonies.
For each colony ALERT constructs a colony_df table from colony cell entries in TP-1 and TP and all
objects in TP+1/+2. To identify TP+1/+2 objects within reach of the colony, ALERT constructs a spatial
distance matric. B Since row and column indexes of the distance matrix correspond to the rows of
colony_df, ALERT can identify pairwise distances between cells in TP and TP+1/+2. The resulting
submatrix is thresholded by distance parameter d to identify objects in colony_df to be assigned to the
current colony.

Division detection
ALERT first extracts all m objects in TP+1, which are assigned to the current colony from the
colony_df table. Then, all possible paired sums between the m objects in TP+1 are computed as
squared matrices with side length m for the centroid X (X+X’), centroid Y (Y+Y’) and individual
CH (CHx + CHx) columns (Figure S 3 A). Since ALERT assumes daughter cells to be placed
around their mother’s centroid in TP, Y+Y’ and X+X’are divided by 2.
To only obtain the k unique paired sums from TP+1, ALERT extracts the lower triangles from
the CHx+CHx, X+X’and Y+Y’ matrices. The extracted k paired values for X, Y and individual
CHs in TP+1 are attached to their corresponding i cells in TP. For each measurement (X, Y and
different CHs) ALERT now has list of i+k entries. For the actual mapping, ALERT computes
an XY and CH square distance matrix with side length i+k (colony distance matrices, Figure S
3 A).
Both colony distance matrices are then looped to search a minimal mother/daughter cell pair
distance for every putative division. The total number of loop iterations, i.e. potential divisions,
corresponds to the difference between number of colony objects in TP+1 and colony cells in
TP. For every division ALERT first extracts the submatrix of XY distances between cells in TP
(columns) and unique object-object pairs in TP+1 (rows). ALERT then locates the minimal XY
distance within the submatrix. The corresponding column identifies the mother cell (mother
index) in TP while the row index locates the corresponding object-object pair in TP+1 as
putative daughter cells (daughter pair index). Before proceeding, ALERT checks whether
another distance entry is close. If there is, ALERT will compare CH distances and chose the
better fit (top, Figure S 3 B).
To retrieve the actual daughter cells in TP+1, ALERT must reconstruct their colony_df row
indexes from the identified daughter pair index. To that end, it can use the daughter pair index
to retrieve the unique daughter pair X value, which again allows ALERT to retrieve the
corresponding entry in the X+X’ matrix (middle, Figure S 3 B). The resulting X+X’ row and
column indexes identify the first and second daughter cell in TP+1 respectively. Finally, the
identified mother and daughter cell indexes are recorded for track number assignment. Their
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rows and columns in the colony distance matrices are censored to mask them for the next
division search (bottom, Figure S 3 B). This search can be done exhaustively for every putative
division in the colony from TP to TP+1.

Figure S 3 Division detection implementation. A Preparation. For every colony, ALERT compares
cells in TP to all possible object-object pairs in TP+1. To that end, ALERT first computes all possible
but unique objects pairs in XY and CH measurements to then calculate the Euclidean distances between
each cell in TP, i.e. putative mother cells, and unique pairs in TP+1, i.e. putative daughter cell pairs. B
Looping. ALERT performs an exhaustive search for minimal distances between cells in TP and pairs in
TP+1. Each search iteration identifies a minimal distance, i.e. mother-daughters pairing, that is
registered and then censored to prevent repeated identification. The number of searches/iterations
corresponds to the difference between cells in TP and objects in TP+1 for the given colony, i.e. number
of possible divisions.

Track number assignment
If colony cell numbers remain constant, ALERT will proceed to trace cells of the current colony
from TP to TP+1 by copying their track numbers. As preparation, a spatial (XY) and
fluorescence (CH) distance matrix is computed from the colony_df table. To focus on
comparisons between cells of the current colony in TP and objects in TP+1, ALERT extracts
the corresponding submatrices(Figure S 4 A). Track number assignment occurs by looping over
the XY submatrix for every colony cell in TP. In each iteration, which represents a to-beassigned cell in TP, ALERT first identifies the smallest entry in the XY distance submatrix, i.e.
its closes object in TP+1. The column index (TP index) identifies the current cell in TP and the
row index (TP+1 index) its match in TP+1 (top, Figure S 4B).
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Figure S 4 Track number assignment implementation. A For every cell of the current colony in TP,
ALERT tries to identify the spatially closest object in TP+1. To that end, it constructs a fluorescence
and spatial distance matrix from colony_df and focuses on the distances between sells in TP and objects
in TP+1. B ALERT then performs an exhaustive minimal distance search on the XY distance submatrices
for every cell in TP. Once a minimum is identified, its column index (TP index) indicates the cell in TP
and its row index (TP+1) the corresponding object in TP+1. If no other distance is similarly small,
ALERT just copies the track number in colony_df found at the TP index over to the TP+1 index, thus
completing the tracking. If the TP index has previously been registered as a dividing cell, ALERT
retrieves the recorded daughter cells in TP+1 and assigns consecutive track numbers.

Since the side length of the distance matrices corresponds to the number of and colony_df rows,
both indices map to objects in colony_df. ALERT then checks whether another object in TP+1
is too close (XY distance < 5 μm). If there is, ALERT ignores the XY distance for both putative
objects in TP+1 and choses the object whose fluorescence values in TP+1 is closer to the current
cell in TP. The identified TP index allows to retrieve the current track number from colony_df
and assign it to the colony_df entry identified at the TP+1 index further below. As a last step,
the corresponding row and column in the XY and CH distance matrices are censored for
following iterations (bottom, Figure S 4 B). Thus, tracking performs an exhaustive minimal
distance search to map each cell of a given colony in TP to a spatially close object in TP+1.

Code availability
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ALERT Matlab code can be found under its old name OnlineMovieAnalysis.m in Chapter 3, made
available to reviewers under https://polybox.ethz.ch/index.php/s/9jCt8LZJxK1Ga4K (password:
trackSeq).
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APPENDIX B – Extended and Supplementary data of
CHAPTER 2

Extended Data Figure 1 | NUMB is asymmetrically inherited during HSPC divisions. a, Freshly
isolated HSCs were transduced with fluorescence fusion reporter constructs for 24h and imaged on OP9
stroma cells. POI protein of interest. b, Quantification of sister cell fluorescence intensity differences
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during first division of HSC on OP9. Sister cell ratio above 1.5x were considered as asymmetric
inheritance. CD63VENUS shows clear asymmetric inheritance while all other candidates are not
clearly different from VENUS only control. Number of independent experiments (n) and total number of
analyzed HSC divisions (Div.) are indicated. Two-sided Fisher’s exact test. c, Representative video
frames of dividing HSCs transduced CD63VENUS. Symmetric and asymmetric inheritance of
CD63VENUS can be observed. d-e, Representative CD63VENUS and mCherryNUMB fluorescence
intensity quantification of HSC daughter cells over time for symmetric (top) and asymmetric (bottom)
segregation during division. Fold sister difference early after division are indicated, respectively.
Intensity differences between daughter cells can also occur (long) after mitosis and do not necessarily
indicate asymmetric inheritance. Reliable classification of asymmetric inheritance requires continuous
observation of single cells. Except for the representative example of tree 1, mother cell intensities are
omitted to improve presentation. n = 3 independent experiments.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | NUMB is asymmetrically inherited during HSPC divisions. a, Freshly
isolated KSL were sorted, cultured in 100 ng/mL SCF and 100 ng/mL TPO, fixed after 44h and stained
for DAPI, a-Tubulin and NUMB. α-Tubulin was used to identify mitotic cells. b, Representative
examples of fixed mitotic KSL with symmetric (top) and asymmetric (bottom) inheritance of endogenous
NUMB. Bar charts indicate quantification of NUMB levels in sister cells as indicated. Scale bar 5 µm.
c, Quantification of endogenous NUMB expression level and sister cell intensity ratios in fixed mitotic
KSL. d, Examples of different NUMB sister cell differences in fixed mitotic KSL. Differences between
sister cells are in general small and below 2-fold. Low NUMB expression level biases towards higher
sister cell ratios. Thus, NUMB staining alone and arbitrary thresholding are not sufficient to
discriminate between technical/biological noise and functional relevant asymmetric inheritance.
Spearman’s r. n = 16 independent experiments, 974 mitosis total. e-i, Correlation of NUMB and DAPI,
α-Tubulin, PARD3b and AP2A2 sister cell intensity ratio, respectively. Circles in e represent a pair of
daughter cells (#1 and #2). PARD3b and AP2A2 are coinherited into the same daughter cell as NUMB
during asymmetric inheritance. DAPI and α-Tubulin sister cell ratios were used as controls and
expected to be inherited equally. n = 7, 7, 4 and 3 independent experiments for DAPI, α-Tubulin, AP2A2
and PARD3bm respectively. j, Correlation of NUMB sister cell ratios with sister cell size ratio.
Asymmetric inheritance of NUMB does not rely on difference in cell size upon division. n = 4
independent experiments. k, Frequency of coinheritance of NUMB and AP2A2 or PARD3b based on
data displayed in g-i, Sister ratios of >1.1x for both NUMB and AP2A2, PARD3b, α-Tubulin and DAPI
respectively were considered as coinheritance. Coinheritance of DAPI and α-Tubulin were used as
control. AP2A2 and PARD3b are coinherited into the same daughter cell as NUMB in mitotic KSL
during asymmetric inheritance of NUMB. Mean ± SEM. Two-sided Fisher’s exact test. n = 7, 7, 4 and
3 independent experiments for DAPI, α-Tubulin, AP2A2 and PARD3b respectively. l, Freshly isolated
KSL were sorted, transduced with mCherryNUMB and fixed after 44 h of culture. Mitotic cells were
identified by α-Tubulin staining. m, Representative maximum intensity projections of mitotic KSL
stained for endogenous NUMB and either transduced with mCherryNUMB or NUMBVENUS.
mCherryNUMB localizes to endosomes as endogenous NUMB (arrow heads). NUMBVENUS localizes
mainly to the cell membrane. Images were acquired using a 100x oil immersion objective (NA = 1.4).
Scale bar 10 µm. n, Representative example of Pearson voxel intensity correlation of endogenous
NUMB and mCherryNUMB (left) and NUMBVENUS (right) in fixed mitotic KSL. Pearson’s r. n = 2
independent experiments. o, Quantification of Pearson voxel intensity correlation across 70 analyzed
cells total. The localization of the N-terminal mCherryNUMB fusion correlates better than the Cterminal NUMBVENUS fusion with endogenous NUMB. Randomized voxel intensities were used as
control. n = 2 independent experiments with 40 and 30 analyzed cells or cell divisions for
mCherryNUMB or NUMBVENUS respectively.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Continuous quantification of mCherryNUMB and asymmetric fate marker
of dividing HSCs and their daughter cells. a, Representative examples of trees based on differential
CD71 production of sister cells. Differences in CD71 daughter cell production are frequently associated
with asymmetric inheritance of mCherryNUMB. Comparable CD71 daughter production is mostly
associated with symmetric inheritance of mCherryNUMB. All examples were selected based on CD71
differences. b, Representative examples of continuous simultaneous quantification of mCherryNUMB
and CD71 expression dynamics. Daughters receiving less mCherryNUMB later upregulate CD71. c,
Quantification of CD41, Sca1, CD48, CD105 and CD71 production in HSC daughters. A-/symmetric
inheritance was defined as >1.8x / <1.2x mCherryNUMB sister cell ratios, respectively. Asymmetric
daughters receiving less mCherryNUMB (white) produce more CD48, CD105 and CD71 than their
sisters (black). Comparable CD48, CD105 or CD71 production in symmetric mCherryNUMB
daughters. n = 3 independent experiments. Two-sided Mann-Whitney test. Box-plot elements: center
line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier. de, Heatmap and quantification of HSC paired daughter cell expression dynamics of Sca1 (522 cells
analyzed), CD105 (186), CD48 (186) and CD41 (522) after symmetric and asymmetric inheritance of
mCherryNUMB. Asymmetric and symmetric paired daughter cell fates can be observed after a/symmetric mCherryNUMB inheritance (for quantification see e).
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Differentiation is accompanied by metabolic activation, CD71 upregulation
and downregulation of stem cell markers. a, Representative images of HSC derived colonies (after 2.5
days) stained with fluorescent CD71 antibody, and TMRM or CellRox DeepRed (ROS). CD71 low
(arrow heads) / high cells express low / high levels of GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS, respectively. n =
3 independent experiments. b-d, Correlation of GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS with CD71 production,
respectively, in HSCs and daughter cells. Fold changes of >2 were considered as activation.
Metabolically inactive freshly isolated HSCs are low for CD71, GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS. HSC
daughter cells show correlated upregulation of GFP-c-MYC, TMRM, ROS and CD71. mean ± SEM. n
= 6, 3 and 3 independent experiments with 141, 162, 179 HSCs and 282, 632 and 356 daughter cells
for GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and ROS, respectively. Mean ± SD. Two-sided Fisher´s exact test. Spearman’s
r. e, GFP-c-MYC expression in freshly isolated HSCs and MPP1-5 analyzed by flow cytometry. GFPc-MYC expression is low in HSCs. MPP1-5 have increased GFP-c-MYC expression levels. n = 3
independent experiments. f-g, Representative examples of HSC daughters’ fluorescence dynamics
quantification. HSC daughters that upregulate CD71, also upregulate GFP-c-MYC and TMRM or ROS.
In case of asymmetric CD71 onset, CD71 low daughter cells remain low for GFP-c-MYC, TMRM and
ROS. n = 3 independent experiments. h, Representative images of HSC derived colony after 4 days.
Fixation and immunostaining for cMYC and CD71. Cells with low CD71 expression express low level
of GFP-c-MYC (arrow heads). n = 3 independent experiments. i, Image cytometric quantification of
GFP-c-MYC MFI over time. MPP1-5 upregulate GFP-c-MYC faster than HSC. n = 3 independent
experiments, mean ± SEM, error bars and individual data points not displayed for better readability.
Data from all cells (without known cell identity) in culture at specific time points. j, Image cytometric
quantification of ROS in HSC and MPP1-5 over time. ROS production increased in differentiated cells.
n = 3 independent experiments. mean ± SEM, error bars and individual data points not displayed for
better readability. k, Image cytometric quantification of mitochondrial activity with TMRM 8 h after
video start. n = 4 independent experiments. l, Image cytometric quantification of CD71 MFI of cells
derived from TMRM(high) and TMRM(low) HSC over time. Progeny of HSCs with active mitochondria
upregulate CD71 earlier than progeny of HSCs with inactive mitochondria. n = 4 independent
experiments, 2060 quantified data points (cells) across 5 measured time points total with 1131
TMRM(high) and 929 TMRM(low) HSC analyzed. p = 5.4x10-3, 2.7x10-3 and 4.9x10-3 for time points 0,
12 and 24h, respectively. mean ± SEM. Two-sided multiple t-tests, false discovery rate corrected q =
0.01 (Benjamini-Yekuteli). m, Representative images of HSC derived colonies after 3 days. Cells
expressing high levels of CD71 (arrow heads) have downregulated Sca1 and partially downregulated
CD105. No clear correlation of CD41 and CD71 expression levels. n = 3 independent experiments.
Scale bar 20 µm. n, Representative image cytometric quantification of all segmented cells in culture
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over time for CD71 expression versus CD41, Sca1 and CD105, respectively. Sca1 and CD105 are
downregulated during CD71 upregulation. n = 3 independent experiments. o, Image cytometric
quantification of MFI CD71, Sca1, CD105 and CD41 expression over time in HSCs. At population
average, Sca1 and CD105 are downregulated during CD71 upregulation. Mean ± SEM. Error bars and
individual data points not shown for better readability. n = 3 independent experiments with 723, 450,
372 and 401 HSC analyzed for CD71, Sca1, CD105 and CD41, respectively and ≥9.3x105 quantified
data points (cells) across 96 time points total. p, Image cytometric quantification of CD71 MFI over
time in HSC, MPP1, MPP2 and MPP3. MPP1-3 upregulate CD71 earlier and stronger than HSC and
indicates differentiation. Mean ± SEM. Error bars and individual data points not shown for better
readability. n = 3 independent experiments with 528, 519, 543 and 557 analyzed HSC, MPP1, MPP2
and MPP3 respectively with ≥4.5x106 quantified data points (cells) across 96 time points total. MFI =
mean fluorescence intensity. ROS = reactive oxygen species.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Lysosomes are asymmetrically inherited during HSC divisions. a, Freshly
isolated HSCs were sorted, transduced with either VENUS or LAMP1VENUS and co-cultured on OP9
stroma cell in 100 ng/mL SCF and TPO. n = 3 independent experiments. b, Representative video frames
of symmetric and asymmetric inheritance of LAMP1VENUS during HSC divisions. Arrow heads
indicate asymmetrically inherited LAMP2. c, Quantification of normalized LAMP1VENUS and VENUS
sister cell intensity ratio. LAMP1VENUS is asymmetrically inherited during HSC divisions. n = 3
independent experiments with 211 and 92 HSC divisions analyzed for VENUS and LAMP1VENUS,
respectively. Two-sided Mann-Whitney test. Box-plot elements: center line, median; box limits, upper
and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier. d, Mitotic KSL fixed after 44 h of
in vitro culture and antibody-stained for lysosomal marker LAMP2. Endogenous lysosomal LAMP2 is
asymmetrically inherited (arrow heads). n = 2 independent experiments with 31 mitotic KSL stained
total. e, Quantification of sister cell ratios of LysoBrite and Sca1 at first time point after division.
LysoBrite sister cell ratios above 1.5-fold do not correlate with high Sca1 sister cell ratios. n = 2
independent experiments with 56 analyzed HSC division total. f, Quantification of LysoBrite sister cell
ratio and CD71 production ratio of HSC daughter cells. CD71 production was defined as ratio of CD71
fluorescence intensity at the last time point of a cell cycle divided by the CD71 fluorescence intensity of
the first time point at the beginning of the cell cycle directly after division. High LysoBrite sister cell
ratio anti-correlate with the CD71 production ratio of HSC daughter cells, the HSC daughter cell
receiving less LysoBrite upregulates CD71 and vice versa. Based on a threshold of 1.5-fold LysoBrite
sister cell ratio, CD71 levels can be predicted with high probability. n = 4 independent experiments
with 350 analyzed HSC divisions total. g, Representative examples of continuous simultaneous
quantification of LysoBrite and CD71 expression dynamics. Daughters receiving less LysoBrite later
upregulate CD71. n = 6 independent experiments. h, Quantification of CD41, Sca1, CD48, CD105 and
CD71 production in HSC daughters (colors as in h). A-/symmetric inheritance was defined as >1.5x /
<1.2x LysoBrite sister cell ratios, respectively. Asymmetric daughters receiving less LysoBrite (white)
produce more CD48, CD105 and CD71 than their sisters (black). Comparable CD48, CD105 or CD71
production in symmetric LysoBrite daughters. n = 3 independent experiments for CD41, Sca1, CD48,
CD105, n = 6 for CD71. Two-sided Mann-Whitney test. Box-plot elements: center line, median; box
limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier. i, Paired daughter
cell fate (Sca1 (244 analyzed cells), CD105 (258), CD48 (258) or CD41 (244)) cluster (as defined in
Extended Data Figs. 4b-e) frequencies after a-/symmetric LysoBrite inheritance. Mean %. j, Heatmap
and clustering (top) and cluster frequency (bottom) of paired daughter cell NOTCH1 dynamics after
symmetric and asymmetric inheritance of LysoBrite. Each row represents one HSC daughter pair (#1
and #2). Daughter #1 receives more LysoBrite during asymmetric inheritance, which predicts NOTCH1
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upregulation. (Bottom left) Mean fluorescence intensities over time of clusters 1 and 2 with 218 and 209
pooled time series, respectively. Mean ± SD. n =3 independent experiments. Number of analyzed paired
daughter cells indicated (#). k, Quantification of HSC mitotic marker inheritance. NOTCH1, CD71,
CD105 are asymmetrically coinherited with lysosome, while Sca1 and CD41 are not. No correlation
between cell size and lysosome inheritance observed. n = 3 independent experiments. r: Spearman
coefficient.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | NUMB and lysosomes colocalize partially and are coinherited. a, Freshly
isolated KSL were sorted, cultured in 100 ng/mL SCF and TPO, fixed after 44 h and stained for DAPI,
α-Tubulin, NUMB, and LAMP2 as a marker for lysosomes. α-Tubulin was used to identify mitotic cells.
b, Frequency of NUMB and LAMP2 coinheritance into the same daughter cell based on c-e.
Coinheritance of DAPI and α-Tubulin with NUMB were used as control. LAMP2 is co-inherited into
the same daughter cell as NUMB in fixed mitotic KSL during asymmetric inheritance of NUMB. Mean
± SEM. n = 3 independent experiments with 172 quantified mitotic KSL total. Two-tailed Fisher´s exact
test. c, Representative images of fixed mitotic KSL showing symmetric (top) and asymmetric (bottom)
inheritance of NUMB and LAMP2. NUMB and LAMP2 are partially co-localized (arrow heads, see d
and e for quantification) and are co-inherited asymmetrically into one daughter cell (see b for
quantification). Images were acquired using a 100x oil immersion objective (NA = 1.4). Bar charts
indicate normalized quantification of NUMB and LAMP2 fluorescence signal in daughter cell 1 and 2,
respectively. n = 3 independent experiments. Two-sided Mann-Whitney test. Box-plot elements: center
line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier. f,
Representative example of mitotic KSL with symmetric (top) and asymmetric (bottom) inheritance of
mCherryNUMB. mCherryNUMB and LAMP2 co-localize partially and are asymmetrically co-inherited
into the same daughter cell (bottom, arrow heads). Images were acquired using a 100x oil immersion
obj. (NA = 1.4). Scale bar 5 µm. n = 2 independent experiments. g-h, Quantification of 3D voxel colocalization of either endogenous NUMB or mCherryNUMB with LAMP2 in mitotic KSL. Frequency of
NUMB or mCherryNUMB and LAMP2 positive voxels of all LAMP2 positive voxels is shown and vice
versa. Endogenous NUMB and mCherryNUMB co-localize partially with LAMP2. Quantification of
randomized voxels of NUMB and LAMP2 and mCherryNUMB and LAMP2 were used as control. n = 2
independent experiments with 30 and 46 mitotic KSL total for NUMB/LAMP2 and
mCherryNUMB/LAMP2 colocalization, respectively. i, Video frames of 3 representative asymmetric
HSC divisions showing mCherryNUMB and LysoBrite colocalization (arrows) during mitosis. Sca1AlexaFluor 488 staining used as a more widely distributed control. Scale bar 10 µm. j, Pixel
colocalization of mCherryNUMB with LysoBrite and Sca1 in mitotic HSCs, respectively.
mCherryNUMB and LysoBrite colocalize strongly. Pearson’s r. n = 3 independent experiments. k,
Quantification of mCherryNUMB/LysoBrite and mCherryNUMB/Sca1 fluorescence intensity
correlation and colocalization in mitotic HSCs. Cellular localization of mCherryNUMB and LysoBrite
correlate strongly. n = 3 independent experiments, 89 HSC divisions analyzed. Two-sided MannWhitney test. Box-plot elements: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s
1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier. ns = not significant.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Autophagosomes and mitophagosomes are asymmetrically inherited during
HSC divisions. a, To test for intra- versus extra-lysosomal localization of NUMB and mitochondria,
HSC were transduced with GFP-mCherry double fluorescence fusion reporters for (1) lysosomal
outside surface (LAMP1; negative control), (2) autophagosomes (LC3β; positive control), (3) NUMB
and (4) mitochondria (COX8a). The differences in maturation time and pH stability between GFP
(matures faster, pH instable) and mCherry (matures slower, pH stable) allow the identification of the
reporter in nascent (green), mature (yellow) or lysosomal (red) form and their inheritance upon mitosis.
b, Representative images of GFPmCherryNUMB expressing cells during mitosis. Asymmetric
inheritance can be observed in the mCherry and GFP channels. n = 5 independent experiments. Scale
bar 5 µm c, Quantification mCherry and GFP inheritance. LAMP1GFPmCherry is localized outside
the lysosomal lumen and serves as a control (diagonal yellow line, indicative of equal amount of
mCherry and GFP signal that is asymmetrically inherited). Nascent and mature asymmetrically
inherited GFPmCherryNUMB is mostly outside the lysosome. Autophagosomes and mitochondria are
asymmetrically inherited mostly in lysosomes. n = 4, 3, 3 and 3 independent experiments with 236, 132,
183 and 185 analyzed mitosis for lysosomes, NUMB, autophagosomes and mitochondria, respectively.
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Translational activity precedes CD71 upregulation and is predicted by
asymmetric inheritance of lysosomes. a, HSCs were imaged in 100 ng/mL SCF and TPO supplemented
with LysoBrite and fluorescent anti-CD71. After 44 h, cells were incubated for 1 h with puromycin, fixed
and incorporated puromycin into nascent proteins stained to quantify translational activity. b,
Representative video frames of HSC daughter cells stained with puromycin and CD71. Asymmetric
translational activity correlates with asymmetric CD71 upregulation. Scale bar 10 µm. n = 6
independent experiments. c, Quantification of asymmetric translational activity and CD71 upregulation
in daughter cells fixed at different times after division. Translational (first) and CD71 (later) daughter
cell differences increase over time. n = 6 independent experiments. One-way ANOVA. Box-plot
elements: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range;
points, outlier. d, Increased translation precedes CD71 upregulation. e, Quantification of CD71,
translational activity (Puromycin) and LysoBrite inheritance differences between HSC daughter cells.
CD71 and translational activity are upregulated in the same daughter cell (Daughter #2) that receives
less LysoBrite during mitosis. Daughter cells with symmetric CD71 upregulation, upregulate puromycin
symmetrically. n = 6 independent experiments. Two-sided Mann-Whitney test. Box-plot elements: center
line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier. f,
Quantification of CD71 upregulation and translational activity after symmetric and asymmetric
LysoBrite inheritance and translational activity. CD71 and translation are upregulated in the daughter
cell asymmetrically inheriting less lysosomes and are upregulated in both daughters after symmetric
lysosome inheritance. Two-sided Chi-square test against hypothesis of random distribution of CD71
upregulation and translational activity. n = 6 independent experiments, with 155 and 109 analyzed HSC
daughter pairs for symmetric and asymmetric LysoBrite and Translational activity.
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Cell features used for cell state clustering and dynamics quantification. a,
Clustering of single-cell dynamics b, Heatmap overlay of quantification of single-cell dynamics used for
clustering and cell fate assignment to cell lineage tree projected onto UMAP. n = 4 independent
experiments. c, Quantification of cell features per cluster. n = 4 independent experiments. Box-plot
elements: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range;
points, outlier. d, Quantification of cluster frequencies per generation in cell lineage trees after
symmetric and asymmetric lysosome inheritance. Later differentiation is heterogeneous. Mean ± SEM.
n = 4 independent experiments. e, Quantification of HSC daughter cell derived subcolonies. Asymmetric
lysosomal inheritance correlates with increased overall heterogeneity in generation 1 but not in later
generations. n = 4 independent experiments. Box-plot elements: center line, median; box limits, upper
and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier. f-g, Lineage contribution and
colony size of paired HSC daughter cell colony assay after 12 days of in vitro culture. n = 5 independent
experiments. Two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. Box-plot elements: center line,
median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; Tukey’s 1,5x interquartile range; points, outlier.
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Extended Data Figure 10 | Graphical abstract
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Supplementary Data Figure 1 - Flow cytometric gating strategy for isolation of HSC and MPP1-5s.
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Supplementary Data Figure 2 – Flow cytometric gating strategy used in liquid culture colony assay
after paired daughter cell separation
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APPENDIX C – Supplementary information of
CHAPTER 3
Data S1. (separate file)
DataS1_AntiBodiesUsed.xlsx: List of antibodies used in study including producer, catalogue
numbers, clones, fluorophores and Research Resource Identifiers.
Data S2. (separate file)
DataS2_MetadataPickedHSCdaughters.csv: Metadata of scSeq data analysed in this study.
Contains all single cell processed data (except counts) used in this study, including identifiers,
time-lapse quantifications, UMap projections, pseudotime mapping, inferred CC phases and
scoring, time since divisions, sister differences, and HSC scorings.
Data S3. (separate file)
DataS3_CandidatesOfStratifications.xlsx: Contains top 500 gene symbols of all candidate sets
identified in this study and the top 5 GO biological processes enriched from STRING.
Data S4. (separate file)
DataS4_Candidates_trackSeq.csv: The trackSeq top 500 gene candidate set with top
(LysoHigh) and bottom (LysoLow) ranks indicated.
Data S5. (separate file)
DataS5_Top500LysoHighLysoLow.csv: The trackSeq top 500 LysoLow and top 500
LysoHigh genes including information on their mapping to the STRING database and the
identified network.
Data S6. (separate file)
DataS6_NetworkEnrichments_GOProcesses.csv: The GO processes found to be enriched
within the identified network within the top 500 LysoLow and top 500 LysoHigh genes.
Data S7. (separate file)
DataS7_PCNAVENUSdata.csv: The tracked PCNAVENUS time-lapse data. Contains 311
HSC daughter pairs from 5 technical replicates, with their lysosomal inheritance ratio (column
“LysoRatio”), their CC length and CC phase durations. “Daughter1” indicates LysoHigh and
“Daughter2” the LysoLow daughter.
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Supplementary Fig. 1: Gene count in picked cells and their mapping to freshly sorted HSCs from
previous studies. a, Gating strategy for HSC isolation from murine bone marrow. b, Histogram of
number of genes detected per cell of all cells sequenced before quality control. c, CC progression of in
vitro cultured HSC daughter cells. Transcriptionally inferred CC stages shown in black (G1), blue (S)
and orange (G2M). Grey: freshly isolated non-cycling HSCs. d, HSCs in G1 co-localize with freshly
isolated HSCs expressing highest levels of stem cell signature MolO5.
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Supplementary Fig. 2: Improved gene selection by trackSeq ranking. a, Cross-clonal expression
differences cause high cross-population variance bias in gene selection: Density plots shown for crossclonal (grey bars) and intra-clonal, i.e. sister differences (white bars) for example genes with their “No
stratification” ranks. Log2(counts+1) used throughout figures. b, “Kinship stratification” prioritizes
genes due to their paired daughter difference and not cross-population variance. Overlaid density plots.
Same example genes shown again, with new ranks indicated. Measured distribution of sister expression
differences, “Real”, shown in white, “Random” distribution of differences shown in grey. c, Additional
“Inheritance direction stratification” from trackSeq ranks genes expression towards one of two
daughter cells. Ranks depicted on top, expression plots per gene depicted below. Pairs sorted by higher
expression of LysoHigh or LysoLow daughter, respectively. Percentages of expression scenarios
depicted below. d, Absolute lysosome inheritance without kinship information is not informative, due to
lack of sufficient bimodality in distribution of lysosome levels. e, trackSeq produces a unique set of
candidates. UpsetR plot shown. Bars indicate unique set sizes with combinations stated below.
Arrowhead emphasizes gene set unique to trackSeq.
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Supplementary Fig. 3: Intra-clonal differences reflect differences in putative stem cell potential but
not CC. a, Kinship information allows for calculation of transcriptional intra-clonal, i.e. sister,
differences. b, Sister difference is greatest immediately after division and shows negative correlation
with time since division. c, Transcriptional inference of CC progression. S and G2M scores plotted on
UMap. d, Univariate description of CC progression. RNA velocity derived pseudotime describes CC
progression of cells. e, Sister cells are most different towards the start of the CC. f, Calculation of sister
CC differences. Calculation of sister differences in putative stem cell potential from transcriptomes
(bottom). Sister differences at start and middle of CC show significant correlation only with differences
in putative stem cell potential but not CC progression (top). Pearson correlation test used.
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Supplementary Fig. 4: trackSeq LysoLow and LysoHigh candidate set analysis. a, LysoHigh
candidates display a varied expression pattern, while LysoLow candidates are enriched for lowly
expressed genes. Top 500 LysoLow and LysoHigh candidates plotted on density plot of gene expression
landscape. b, Most interactions in trackSeq candidate set originate from one large network. Top 500
LysoHigh (black) and LysoLow (white) genes mapped together to STRING database. c, Enrichments of
Reactome pathways, Ras and Rap1 signalling and Wikipathways, Wnt and Vegf signalling shown within
big network. d, Cell cycle GO process is enriched in the large network. FDR of enrichment indicated.
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APPENDIX D – Detailed scRNA-Seq protocol
The attached scRNA-Seq protocol is provided courtesy of Prof. Dr. Berthold Göttgens and Dr.
Nicola Wilson. We used this protocol to transcriptionally profile isolated single HSC daughter
cells.
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Single Cell RNASeq Protocol: mcSmart-seq2 version
Protocol adapted from mcSCRB-seq (Johannes W. Bagnoli, Christoph Ziegenhain, Aleksandar
Janjic, Lucas E. Wange, Beate Vieth, Swati Parekh, Johanna Geuder, Ines Hellmann, Wolfgang
Enard. (2017). mcSCRB-seq: sensitive and powerful single-cell RNA sequencing. bioRxiv 188367;
doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/188367)
General guidelines:
 Experiments should be performed in RNase- and DNA-free areas to minimise contamination.
An UV PCR cabinet is highly advisable.
 To reduce even more the contamination risk, pre- and post-amplification work should be
carried out in different work surfaces (when possible) and with different equipment
(particularly pipettes).
 Cool down the centrifuge before use for sort and Pre-amp stages (4-8 ºC).

Single Cell Sorting
1. Prepare lysis buffer in the PCR hood, with reagents maintained on ice during preparation.
The reagents required for a 96-well plate (include a ~10% reagent excess) are (quantities in µl):

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

X 1 well

X 100 wells

SUPERase-In RNase Inhibitor 20U/µl

0.115

11.5

10% Triton X-100

0.046

4.6

DEPC-treated or Rnase-free H20

2.139

213.9

2.3

230

Aliquot 2.3 µl to each well of a 96- well PCR plate
Cover plates with optical adhesive film
Centrifuge at ~2000 rpm (657-700g) for 1 min in a pre-cooled centrifuge.
Isolate single cells into 2.3 µl of lysis buffer by FACs.
Notes.- Use index recording when possible. Use stringent settings for the sorting procedure
(better no cell than 2 cells in the well). Do not refill empty wells.
Cover the plates with optical adhesive film
Vortex well
Note.- This step is a bit controversial. Some people think that it will help the lysis and some that
the Triton will make foam and it will be a problem. We normally vortex.
Spin in a pre-cooled centrifuge for 2 min at ~2000 rpm (657-700g).
Store at -80 ºC for up to 6 months

Reverse transcription
1.

Prepare the annealing mixture (quantities in µl):

ERCC (dilution 1:300,000)*
Oligo-dT 100 µM
dNTP 10 mM
dH2O

x1
0.1
0.02
1
0.88

x100
10
2
100
88

2

200

* Dilution of ERCCs is batch specific; start with 1:300,000

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Add 2 µl of annealing mix per well (Vf = 4.3 µl).
Add drop to edge of well, touch very lightly if at all.
Centrifuge at 700 g for 20 s.
Incubate the samples at 72 oC for 3 minutes and immediately place the samples on ice.
Centrifuge at 700 g for 15 s.
Prepare the reverse transcription mix (quantities in µl):

Maxima H Minus (200 U/ µl)
RNase inhibitor (20 U/ µl)
5x Maxima RT buffer
TSO (100 µM)
PEG 8000 (40% v/v)
dH2O

7.
8.
9.

x1
0.1
0.25
2
0.2
1.875
1.275
5.7

x100
10
25
200
20
187.5
127.5
570

Add 5.7 µl of annealing mix per well (Vf = 10 µl).
Add drop to edge of well, touch very lightly if at all.
Centrifuge at 700 g for 20 s.
Run in the thermocycler:
cycle

Temperature
(oC)

Time

1x

42

90 mins

1x

70

15 mins

1x

4

Hold

Samples can be frozen at this stage, although it is preferable to continue to PCR stage.
10. Centrifuge at 700 g for 1 minute prior to PCR pre-amplification

PCR preamplification
1.

Prepare the PCR mix (quantities in µl):

Terra PCR Direct Polymerase (1.25 U/µl)
2X Terra PCR Direct Buffer
IS PCR primer (10 µM)
dH2O

x1
1
25
1
13
40

x100
100
2500
100
1300
4000

Note.- Prepare fresh IS PCR primer 10 µM: 11 µl of 100 µM + 99 µl of H2O.
2.
3.

Add 40 µl per well (Vf = 50 µl).
Centrifuge at 700 g for 30 s

4.

Perform PCR:
cycles

Temperature
(oC)

Time

x1

98

3 min

98

15 secs

65

30 secs

68

4 mins

x1

72

10 mins

x1

4

hold

X19*

*.- The number of PCR cycles depends on the input amount of RNA. Typically, use 19 cycles for
single haematopoietic cells. Try to bring the PCR cycles to the minimal possible. Not a lot of cDNA
is required for library preparation.
PCR products can be stored at -20 ºC for 6 months or -80 ºC for longer.
5.

Centrifuge at 700 g for 1 minute prior to PCR purification

PCR purification
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Equilibrate Ampure XP beads to room temperature for 15 minutes, then vortex for several
seconds
Add 29 µl of Ampure XP beads to each sample for a 0.6:1 ratio (assuming ~48 µl in wells)
Mix by pipetting up and down 10 times or until the solution appears homogeneous
Incubate the mixture for 8 mins at room temperature to allow the DNA to bind to the beads.
Place the 96-well plate on the magnetic stand for 5 mins (check that the solution is clear and
the beads have been collected at one corner of the well).
Carefully remove the liquid without disturbing the beads.
Wash the beads with 200 µl of freshly prepared 80 % ethanol (vol/vol)
If doing a full plate, wash one column at a time to avoid over-drying.
Incubate the samples for 30 secs on the magnetic stand
Remove the ethanol
Repeat wash steps (7 to 9)
Leave the plate at room temperature for 5 min to remove any trace of ethanol and let the
beads dry completely.
Avoid overdrying of the beads as this makes resuspension difficult.
Add 26 µl of EB and mix ten times to resuspend the beads.
Incubate the plate off the magnet for 2 mins.
Place the plate on the magnet and leave it for 2 mins
Collect 25 µl of the supernatant without disturbing the beads and transfer to a fresh plate

Quality check the cDNA library
Check the size distribution on an Agilent high-sensitivity DNA chip.

cDNA Quantification






Use Scientific Quant-iT™ PicoGreen ® dsDNA Assay Kit.
Make a dilution 1:15 for the samples.
Quantify as many samples as possible per plate, typically 40 (5 columns)
Perform each sample in duplicate
Use 100-150 pg of cDNA for library preparation

Library preparation
If preparing libraries for more than one plate, prepare one plate at a time.
1. Bring Tagment DNA Buffer and NT Buffer to room temperature.
2. Prepare Pre-Mix (quantities in µl):

x1
2.5
1.25
3.75

Tagment DNA buffer
Amplicon Tagment Mix

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

x106
265
132.5
397.5

Pipette up and down gently to mix all components.
Aliquot 49 µl of Pre-Mix into each tube of an 8-tube strip
Add 3.75 µl of Pre-Mix per well into a 96-well plate using an 8-channel pipette.
Add 1.25 µl of sample (Vf= 5 µl).
Important note.- 100 to 150 pg of cDNA should be used as input for tagmentation. Dilution of
cDNA plates in EB buffer is normally required so that concentration of the majority of samples
is in that range.
Seal the plate and centrifuge at 700 g for 20 s.
Run the following program in thermocycler:
cycle

Temperature
(oC)

Time

1x

55

10 mins

1x

10

Hold

Note.- Aliquot 16.5 µl of NT buffer into each of an 8-tube strip in these 10 minutes.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Add 1.25 µl of NT buffer per well as soon as sample reaches 10 oC to neutralise the samples (Vf=
6.25 µl).
Seal the plate and centrifuge at 700 g for 20 s
Move the plate onto the Index Plate Fixture
Add 1.25 µl of Index Primer 1 (N701-N712) to the corresponding well using a 12-channel pipette
(Vf= 7.5 µl).
Add 1.25 µl of Index Primer 2 (S501-S508) to the corresponding well using a 8-channel pipette
(Vf= 8.75 µl).
Aliquot 49.5 µl of Nextera PCR Master Mix (NPM) into each tube of an 8-tube strip.
Add 3.75 µl of NPM per well using an 8-channel pipette (Vf= 12.5 µl).

Disposition of the plate as follows:

S517

A

S502

B

S503

C

S504

D

S505

E

S506

F

S507

G

S508

H

N701
1
S517/
N701
S502/
N701
S503/
N701
S504/
N701
S505/
N701
S506/
N701
S507/
N701
S508/
N701

N702
2
S517/
N702
S502/
N702
S503/
N702
S504/
N702
S505/
N702
S506/
N702
S507/
N702
S508/
N702

N703
3
S517/
N703
S502/
N703
S503/
N703
S504/
N703
S505/
N703
S506/
N703
S507/
N703
S508/
N703

N704
4
S517/
N704
S502/
N704
S503/
N704
S504/
N704
S505/
N704
S506/
N704
S507/
N704
S508/
N704

N705
5
S517/
N705
S502/
N705
S503/
N705
S504/
N705
S505/
N705
S506/
N705
S507/
N705
S508/
N705

N706
6
S517/
N706
S502/
N706
S503/
N706
S504/
N706
S505/
N706
S506/
N706
S507/
N706
S508/
N706

N707
7
S517/
N707
S502/
N707
S503/
N707
S504/
N707
S505/
N707
S506/
N707
S507/
N707
S508/
N707

N708
8
S517/
N708
S502/
N708
S503/
N708
S504/
N708
S505/
N708
S506/
N708
S507/
N708
S508/
N708

N709
9
S517/
N709
S502/
N709
S503/
N709
S504/
N709
S505/
N709
S506/
N709
S507/
N709
S508/
N709

N710
10
S517/
N710
S502/
N710
S503/
N710
S504/
N710
S505/
N710
S506/
N710
S507/
N710
S508/
N710

N711
11
S517/
N711
S502/
N711
S503/
N711
S504/
N711
S505/
N711
S506/
N711
S507/
N711
S508/
N711

N712
12
S517/
N712
S502/
N712
S503/
N712
S504/
N712
S505/
N712
S506/
N712
S507/
N712
S508/
N712

14. Seal the plate and centrifuge at 700 g for 20 s.
15. Run following program in thermocycler:
cycle

Temperature
(oC)

Time

1x

72

3 mins

1x

95

30 secs

95

10 secs

55

30 secs

72

60 secs

1x

72

5 mins

1x

10

Hold

12x

16. Centrifuge at 700 g for 45 s and proceed with cleaning.

Library pooling and cleanup



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If preferred, samples can be cleaned up individually prior to pooling.
Equilibrate Ampure XP beads to room temperature for 15 minutes, then vortex for several
seconds
Clean samples using a double size 0.5X-0.7X

Make library pool by pipetting 2 µl from each sample (see note below)
Add Ampure XP beads to clean the sample at a ratio 0.5:1
Mix by pipetting up and down 5-10 times or until the solution appears homogeneous
Incubate the mixture for 5-8 mins at room temperature to allow the DNA to bind to the beads.
Place the tube on the magnetic stand for 2 mins.
Carefully transfer the supernatant to a fresh tube without disturbing the beads.
DO NOT DISCARD SUPERNATANT.
7. Add Ampure XP beads to clean the sample at a ratio 0.2:1 (final concentration 0.7:1)
8. Mix by pipetting up and down 5-10 times or until the solution appears homogeneous
9. Incubate the mixture for 5-8 mins at room temperature to allow the DNA to bind to the beads.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Place the tube on the magnetic stand for 2 mins.
Discard the supernatant without disturbing the beads.
Wash the beads with 1000 ml of freshly prepared 80 % ethanol (vol/vol)
Incubate the samples for 30 secs on the magnetic stand
Remove the ethanol
Repeat wash steps (12 to 14)
Leave the vial on the magnetic stand at room temperature for 5-7 min to remove any trace of
ethanol but avoid overdrying the beads as this makes resuspension difficult.
Add 37.5 µl of EB and mix 10 times to resuspend the beads
Incubate the vial off the magnet for 2 mins.
Place the vial on the magnet and leave it for 2 mins or until the solution appears clear and
beads have accumulated in a corner.
Transfer 35 µl of supernatant to a fresh tube.
Store at -20 ºC

Quality check and quantification of the cDNA library
1. Check the size distribution on an Agilent high-sensitivity DNA chip.
2. Quantify pooled library using KAPA library quantification kit.
 Typically make dilutions 1:200,000 and 1:2,000,000 in Kapa dilution buffer
 Use standards 3 to 6 for standard curve
 Don’t forget to run control with just Kapa dilution buffer and H2O

Materials
Oligos
 TSO (5′-AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTACATrGrG+G-3′).
Dissolve TSO in TE buffer. TSO can be stored in 100 µM aliquots at −80°C for 6 months. Avoid repeated
freeze-thaw cycles. Order from Exiqon (http://www.exiqon.com/).
 Oligo-dT30VN (5′–AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTAC(T30)VN-3′).
Dissolve the oligonucleotide in TE buffer, to a final concentration of 100 µM. Store this oligo at −20°C
for 6 months. Order with HPLC purification.
 ISPCR oligo (5′-AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT-3′).
Dissolve the oligonucleotide in TE buffer to a final concentration of 100 µM. This oligo can be stored
at −20°C for 6 months. Order with HPLC purification.







96- well PCR plate (non- skirted Starlab Cat. no. E1403-1200 or skirted Framestar 96 4titude
product code: 4ti-0960/C)
Optical adhesive film (Starlab Cat. no. E2796-9793)
Magnetic stand (Life Technologies DynaMag-96 side Cat. no. 12331D)
8 tube strip (Starlab Cat. no. A1402-3700)
Plate Fixture (Illumina Index Plate Fixture 15028344)
Magnetic stand (Life Technologies DynaMag-2 Cat. no. 12321D)

Reagents
 10 % Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. no. 93443-100 ml)
 SUPERase-In RNase Inhibitor (Ambion, Cat no. AM2694 – 2,500 U/ AM2696 – 10,000 U)
 dNTP mix (10 mM each. Fermentas R0192/ order ThermoFisher. Cat. no. 10319879)
 ERCC RNA Spike-In Mix (Invitrogen/ ThermoFisher. Cat. no. 4456740)
Make a dilution 1:10 in water with RNAse inhibitor. Then make a dilution 1:100 (1 µl + 99 µl of 1X
TE) and a further dilution 1:300 (4 µl + 1196 µl of 1X TE) to obtain a final dilution 1:300,000. Make
aliquots and store at -80ºC.
 Maxima H minus Reverse Transcriptase (200 U/µl) (ThermoFisher. 1 x 10,000 U – Cat. no. EP0752 or
4 x10,000 U – Cat. no. EP0753)
 Terra PCR Direct Polymerase Mix (250 U. Cat. no. 639270)
 Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter. Cat. no. A63881)
 EB solution (10mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5; Qiagen Cat. no. 19086 – 250 ml)
 Agilent high-sensitivity DNA chip (Cat. no. 5067-4626)
 Quant-iT™ Picogreen double stranded DNA assay kit (ThermoFisher Cat. no. P7589)
 Microplate, 384-well, PS, Flat-bottom, Fluotrac, medium binding, black (Geiner Bio-One Cat. no.
781076)
 Nextera XT DNA sample preparation kit 96 samples (Illumina. Cat. no. FC-131-1096)
 Nextera XT 96-Index kit, 384 samples (Illumina. Cat. no. FC-131-1002)
 Index Adapter Replacement Caps (Illumina. Cat. no. 15026762)
 KAPA qPCR quantification kit (KAPA Biosystems. Cat. no. KK4824)

